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“Cinemas are the cornerstone of a sustained development of Europe movie industry. Cinema
managers have indeed a key role to play in attracting new audiences to European movies, to
educate young people. They also must be well-trained in technological fields such as digitali-
sation. This is the reason why training initiatives such as the Ebeltoft training course are cru-
cial. I am proud that the European Commission supports such projects”.

Viviane Reding
European Commissioner for Education and Culture

“The idea that an exhibitor should also be a marketing man, who knows and can manage his
territory, is suggestive. Suggestive and true. But the exhibitor must not be left on his own
here. This is a time of great challenge and the idea that theatres have to change throughout
the Community is essential. The idea that there should be formats that can be used in the
whole of Europe, so that the cinema is truly a new place of access that increases the possibili-
ty of seeing films, is a fascinating one. In order to put it into practice, we need initiatives like
this designed for Europe”.

Gianni Profita
Director General for the Cinema,
Italian Ministry for Cultural Heritage
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European Cinema Exhibition:

A NEW APPROACH
Training Course for 
European Cinema Exhibitors

4 – 8 June 2003
European Film College, 
Ebeltoft 
Denmark

The third edition of the training course “European Cinema Exhibition: A New Approach” was
held at the European Film College in Denmark from 4 to 8 June 2003. The course is a MEDIA
Salles initiative in collaboration with the Danish Cinema Exhibitors’ Association and the
European Film College. 

The European Cinema Exhibition sector was represented by 16 countries: 30 professionals
attended the course, listening to key speakers on specialized subjects and gaining knowledge
and insight of the exhibition situations in several European countries through the “Audience
Related Initiatives” presented by some of the participating countries.

Zentropa’s colourful director, Peter Aalbæk Jensen, opened the seminar by revealing the
secrets behind the Dogma concept and the success of Danish film, Bruno Frydman of AMC
gave a lecture on the future of European exhibition from a broad and worldwide perspective,
followed by Patrick Terryn from the Kinepolis Group, who presented strategies and manage-
ment decisions from this large exhibitor. 
Chris Hilton talked about the pros and cons of running a dual site in his presentation of
London’s famous Odeon cinemas and Ian Wall, Director of Film Education in the UK, showed
the way to a new and younger audience through the classrooms. Digital cinema and film was
discussed thoroughly by a panel consisting of Rickard Gramfors from Folkets Hus och Parker-
Digitala Hus (Digital Houses) in Sweden, Chris Hilton from Odeon in the UK and Patrick Terryn
from Belgium’s Kinepolis Group and was followed up by Nicolas Hamon from Barco Digital
Cinema with the latest developments in digital technique. 
Representatives from Slovenia, Austria, Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, the
UK and Ireland gave the personalized up-to-date status of their different countries.
In line with the development of future projects for training courses aiming to meet the new
demands of a Europe with 25 member states, two Hungarian professionals, Tibor Birò from
Cine-Mis Ltd. and Gabor Csurdi from Budapest Film, were invited to provid an analysis of the
main issues regarding cinema exhibition in Hungary, with a detailed look at the comparison
between art-house cinemas and multiplexes.

The seminar made it possible for European exhibitors to meet and exchange ideas in a net-
working environment, providing a deeper understanding and knowledge of the major phe-
nomena characterising the cinema exhibition sector, such as vertical integration, business con-
centration, the multiplex environment and the modification of cinema-going habits.
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The course is promoted by MEDIA Salles in collaboration with the Danish Cinema Exhibitors’
Association and the European Film College

With the support of the MEDIA Plus Programme of the European Community
The Italian Government - Ministry for Cultural Heritage
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CONTENT
Presentation
Elisabetta Brunella, MEDIA Salles
Mette Schramm, Danish Cinema Exhibitors’ Association 
Mads Egmont Christensen, Course Moderator 
Jens Rykær, European Film College and MEDIA Salles

Setting the stage: 
Creating the Danish Wave
Peter Aalbæk Jensen, Managing Director, Zentropa

The ECE lecture:
A Personal Outlook on the Future of European Exhibition
Bruno Frydman, former CEO, American Multi Cinema

Exhibition Management:
Focus on the Kinepolis Group
Patrick Terryn, Manager, Kinepolis Group

Exhibition Management:
The Running of a “Dual Site”
Chris Hilton, Manager, Odeon Cinemas, London

Film Education: UK
Cinema – an Extension of the Classroom
Ian Wall, Director, Film Education, UK

Technology:
The Advantages of Digitalisation
Nicolas Hamon, Barco Digital Cinemas, Belgium

Panel discussion:
A Practical View on the Evolution of E- and D- cinema
Rickard Gramfors, Digital Houses, Sweden
Chris Hilton, Odeon Cinemas, UK
Patrick Terryn, Kinepolis Group, Belgium

Interacting with the audience:
Choose your Attitude
Henrik Meng, Director, Meng & Co., Denmark

Focus on Hungary
Reaching the Saturation Point
Gabor Csurdi, Budapest Film
Tibor Biró, Cine-Mis Ltd

Audience related initiatives: Germany
Not only Popcorn and Tickets!
Stephanie Hoffmann, CineVision Filmtheatre, Rapid Eye Movies



Audience related initiatives: Sweden
A Market on the Rise
Rickard Gramfors, Content Manager, Digital Houses
Lars Gillegård, Manager, Riksförbundet Våra Gårdar

Audience related initiatives: Norway
Audience Communication in a Winterwonderland
Arild Kalkvik, Senior Associate, PricewaterhouseCooper
Kjell Arne Orseth, CEO, FilmWeb

Audience related initiatives: Denmark
From Movie Studio to Trendy Cinema
Mette Schramm, Manager, Empire Bio, Copenhagen

Audience related initiatives: United Kingdom
Small with a Big Personality
Robert Kenny, Manager Curzon Cinemas, London

Audience related initiatives: Ireland
The CineMobile comes to Town
Sarah Clancy, Audience Development Manager, CineMobile, Galway

Audience related initiatives: Austria
Ticket to Paradiso
Gerald Knell of Cinema Paradiso, St. Poelten, Austria

Audience related initiatives: Switzerland
Caesar’s Cinema in the Alps
Hans Peter Sigg, Director, KiWi Group, Winterthur

Audience related initiatives: Slovenia
Different types of cinemas are developing in Slovenia
Bojan Vivod, Celjski Kinematografi, Celje

European Cinema Yearbook
Everything about Cinema
Elisabetta Brunella, MEDIA Salles, Milan

Group Work
Competitive Brainstorming
All course participants divided into three groups
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European Cinema Exhibition:

A NEW APPROACH
From 4 to 8 June 2003, 30 European cinema exhibitors from all over Europe gathered in
Ebeltoft, Denmark, to exchange ideas and thoughts, become inspired and entertained,
obtain new knowledge and, principally, to strengthen the network of cinema exhibitors
across Europe.

This report presents the keynote speeches of the course as well as up-to-date perspectives
on the exhibition situation in a number of European countries, as presented by participants
in the seminar. 

Elisabetta Brunella, MEDIA Salles and Mette Schramm, President of the Danish Cinema
Exhibitors’ Association gave the introduction to the seminar together with Mads Egmont
Christensen, the Course Moderator, after a warm welcome from Jens Rykær, Principal of the
European Film College and President of MEDIA Salles.

A gap to be filled

“There are no schools for becoming cinema exhibitors, no training offers – you just learn by
doing!” Elisabetta Brunella explains why MEDIA Salles, with support from the MEDIA Plus
Programme of the European Community and the Italian Government, undertook to promote
and support the idea of courses for cinema exhibitors across Europe. The idea for the course,
now in its third edition, came from DB – the Danish Cinema Exhibitors’ Association and has
been put into practice thanks to the initiative of MEDIA Salles in collaboration with DB and
the European Film College.

“To share good practices at a seminar like this is good.” Brunella continued, as she highlight-
ed the subjects to be addressed in the course, such as future trends, cinema management,
audience movement, marketing and the challenge of digital cinema. She then urged the par-
ticipants to take an active role by giving an evaluation at the end of the course, feedback “so
we can improve.” 

A business that lives in the dark

Upon returning from Cinema Expo in Holland a few years ago, Mette Schramm, then newly
elected President of the Danish Cinema Exhibitors’ Association, realized that she had difficulty
remembering the different examples of marketing efforts presented by the many participants
at the Expo. The idea of cinema exhibitors from all over Europe meeting and exchanging
ideas, getting to know each other and creating a network, was born. Schramm welcomed the
participants, hoping this seminar would inspire them and shed some light on “a business that
lives in the dark – managed by people that don’t get out and around much.”
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A cottage industry in need of integration 

Mads Egmont Christensen, the Course Moderator and producer at Mecano Film, 
introduced the program for the seminar. He sketched what he called “The Toolbox”, contain-
ing the four cornerstones of cinema exhibition: management, audience awareness, marketing
and technical development. 

Management Audience Awareness

CINEMA

Marketing Technical Challenges

Each corner, with its special problems, would be addressed in some way through the differ-
ent lectures, Egmont Christensen assured participants. 

He then sketched “the food chain” of film, from idea (development), realization (produc-
tion), availability (distribution) to experience (cinema exhibition), calling each block a “cot-
tage industry” because of the lack of communication between the separate links in the chain.
Drawing a line through the four links, he urged for vertical integration in the industry as a
whole, making it possible to address a specific problem all the way down this line instead of
in separate pockets. 

After giving practical advice on the logistics of the course, from dining to power-point sup-
port, he wished everyone a fruitful stay with a call to:
“Meet! Exchange ideas! Talk to each other and NETWORK!”

Single screen
Multi-screen

Multiplex
Megaplex

Jens Rykær Mads Egmont Christensen
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Setting the stage

CREATING THE DANISH WAVE

Peter Aalbæk Jensen, Producer and Managing Director of the highly successful production
company Zentropa, kicked off with an inspiring talk about the creation of the Dogma con-
cept, the state of Danish film-making, the importance of publicity as a marketing tool and the
special spirit of Zentropa.

Stanley Kubrick’s film “A Clockwork Orange” put the young Peter Aalbæk Jensen in a state
of shock, convincing him that film-making was somehow his calling. After having worked as a
schoolteacher, then a road manager for a rock n’ roll band, he began making music videos
and enrolled in a film school. He remembers his film- school days as hard, a place where he
became tough and rebellious, learning how to steer a project by swinging between tough
and hard to praise and embrace. He met Lars von Trier at a school party (where he kicked the
latter out for being obnoxious) and after their first film ventures had both been flops, they
decided to work together. The combination of Lars as the brain and Peter as the brute force
proved successful. 

Their first feature film was “Europa”, made together with Nordisk Film Production and inter-
national financing from Germany, France and other European countries. Lars won a prize in
Berlin for the film, a prize he threw away, thereby creating lots of publicity and attention to
the film. There were few Danish directors with any international success at the time (Bille
August and Gabriel Axel were exceptions) and Danish films represented only 5-6% of the tick-
ets sold in Denmark. The cost of producing feature films made it impossible to make more
than ten films in one year, where most of them were flops. There were seminars on the crisis
of Danish films and the mood was bleak in the industry. 

At the newly-formed Zentropa, consisting of a small community of young production houses
and facility houses, they decided to double the number of films in one year by splitting the
budgets in half. They also started talking about a new era in Danish film, “The New Wave is
Coming”, thereby generating a positive movement and expectations in the press. Second-
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hand equipment was purchased and all unnecessary and costly technical effects eliminated
from the productions. The films got better thanks to this – the directing and shooting got
“funky” – the low-budget approach, or the Dogma Idea, gave these films a brand, a platform
for presenting Danish film. “Festen” (directed by Thomas Vinterberg) and “Idioterne” (direct-
ed by Lars von Trier) started the ball rolling. Then came “Mifune” (directed by Søren Kragh
Jacobsen), produced for 800,000 euro, winning a terrific response at the Berlin Film Festival. 

The concept of “Quantity Generates Quality” was hard work. Out of the now 30 films generat-
ed each year, Aalbæk Jensen thinks 5-6 are great, another 5-6 are acceptable and the rest fail.
But by only spending 6-8 weeks on shooting, cutting down on all costs, making it a religious
choice to go against glamour and technical finesse, this new tempo generates more and more
energy making better and better films. Danish films are considered “edgy” and “weird” and
looked upon as exotic. Now Danish films are exported, reaching young intellectuals worldwide.

Attracting the Press

Zentropa has managed to become the most well-known brand in the Scandinavian press
today. The combination of Trier and Aalbæk Jensen - opposites in many ways, Trier being shy
and refusing interviews, Jensen being outgoing and flashy with his trademark of a huge cigar
- creates curiosity and they exploit it. Headlines and press impact create influence; lobbying
politicians and helping shape the industry creates power. Zentropa generates media coverage
by giving interviews every day. Aalbæk Jensen stresses the importance of staying in the news
by using surprising moves. “You have to be a “Pop Star” playing the press in order to stay
ahead!”  He once appeared on the cover of the German edition of “Premiere Magazine” in
the buff, dressed only in his cigar. But the Zentropa company has its own aura and charisma,
making it a strong brand in its own right, no longer having to depend solely on the personali-
ties of Trier and Aalbæk Jensen to generate coverage. Zentropa has become a magnet for
young creative talent and there are always press stories around the company, which can com-
pensate for the occasional mediocre response to a new release. There are no funds allocated
to the advertising and marketing of their image as they rely solely on the press.

There were never complaints about the lack of funds for producing their films. As their influ-
ence grew, politicians interested in promoting Culture and Art, realized that they were not
contributing to this now rapidly growing segment of the Danish cultural scene and more
funds were allocated to the film industry, an increase of 300%. The politicians, used to the
constant nagging and begging from other sectors of the Danish cultural scene because of lack
of money, could not understand why the film community was different. The Zentropa compa-
ny now gives returns on revenues to the media system, something that was previously
unheard of in Denmark. Building a positive image with politicians, attracting the press, as
well as generating sympathy with the public have all been very important building blocks in
the creation of Zentropa. 

Attracting the Audience

The audience have come to expect the strange and peculiar from Zentropa, and especially
from von Trier. They will come and see the films as long as they are “edgy” and awkward.
“Dogville” is a good example with simple chalk lines making up the set. A film is never
designed to fit an audience and there are no big budgets to launch and promote releases.
The intellectual part of the audience does not need advertising. They keep informed through
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the newspapers and reviews. As for the international market, there is a total budget of
50,000 euro for marketing in other countries. 

25% of Zentropa’s turnover is generated by domestic showings. Aalbæk Jensen uses much
energy on selling his films to foreign buyers at Film Festivals and other events, emphasizing the
importance of building a strong personal relationship with the different buyers to secure future
sales. Aalbæk Jensen counts on between 100,000 to 200,000 admissions to each film per country.

Attracting Quality & Talent

Zentropa moved its offices and facilities a few years back to some old military barracks located
in the least attractive part of Copenhagen. They did not decorate or change the look of this
boring and regimental complex. Some of the existing furniture was just left standing and their
whole community of 25 production and facility houses moved in. Everyone had equally boring
offices; no one was given “star treatment” and suddenly all traditional conflicts between the
different departments disappeared. Everyone was made emotionally equal – a string of small
companies from splatter to fine arts were working together without friction. The sales people
were placed next to the directors, making the directors understand and respect sales. The sales
people got involved in new productions, giving them an understanding of what they were
going to sell three years down the line. This move made Zentropa self-facilitated, with all the
processes of film production close at hand. Aalbæk Jensen describes an organic feeling running
through the company from sales and technology through art and the creative process. Everyone
working on a project feels equal in the chain of production. The diversity of 250 people gives
the company a spirit of teamwork where no-one is worth more or less than his neighbour. 

There is no interference from Aalbæk Jensen on the different projects. He does not “green
light” the work and the individual producers can decide for themselves. That responsibility
generates a level of involvement where people burn for their projects. They never go over
budget and the results often have international sales that create a profit. 

The traditionally secretive business of moviemaking has assumed a new tone of cooperation
and sharing, even sharing information with your competitors, who are now viewed more as
colleagues. 

“It’s clever to share,” says Peter Albæk Jensen as he welcomes questions from the audience. In
the Q & A session he again highlighted the importance of the press. How the strategic release
of information can pave the way for the next film. Using the example of Dogville of “the
hottest international star and the weirdest director”. He finished by claiming that it was a
good thing Dogville did not win the Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival, since they would
rather have it two years from now for the second film in the Dogville trilogy, “Mandalay”.

Peter Aalbæk Jensen
Zentropa
Filmbyen 
Avedøre Tværvej 10
2650 Hvidovre, Denmark
Tel. +45 36 78 00 55
Fax +45 36 75 00 77
ef@filmbyen.com
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The ECE lecture:

A PERSONAL OUTLOOK ON THE
FUTURE OF EUROPEAN EXHIBITION

Bruno Frydman, until recently the CEO of AMC (American Multi Cinema), Europe, painted a
picture of the future based on the findings from the past. He used a big brush as he was
highlighting the similarities as well as differences in the development of European exhibition
versus the trends in the US.

With an extensive international background in the film business, both as producer for Warner
Bros. in the US and as a distributor in South America, before diving into the exhibition side of
the industry in 1990, Bruno Frydman proclaimed his love for cinema and film with a powerful
presentation on the future of European exhibition. Mr Frydman told of his meeting with the
founder of AMC, Stanley H. Durwood, the man who “invented” the concept of the multiplex in
America in the 60’s, and the man who changed Frydman’s life with his concept and ideas.

The Circle of Life

Stanley H. Durwood had inherited a chain of cinemas in and around Kansas City from his
father, a Russian immigrant, in the 60’s. He closed all of them down and decided to build a
cinema with two screens, to be able to screen one film every hour. Then he built one with
four screens, then six and the multiplex was born. Durwood decided to build where people
lived, expanding on his belief in giving the customer the best of service and bringing people
back to the movies. The multiplex was to grow into a megaplex, a full entertainment centre
with the cinema at the core, “The Circle of Life”.



This development was the opposite to what was happening in Europe at that same time,
where big and beautiful cinemas were chopped up into tiny screens in small, uncomfortable
auditoriums. Durwood’s vision of entertainment centres was so inspiring, that in 1990,
Frydman went with AMC to Europe where he established some quite impressive multi- and
megaplexes during the 12 years he stayed with the company. 

Historical Perspective

1980 was the decade of multiplex development in the US. 8-12 screen cinemas, flat floors,
cheap to build, popcorn at the door. Attendance grew from 600 million in the early 80’s to
1.6 billion in 2002. Big companies operate the multiplexes, but because of the antitrust laws
in the US, no major motion picture companies or distributors are allowed to be exhibitors.

The multiplexes got their start in Europe in 1985 when Stanley H. Durwood opened one
north of London. Attendance in the UK was 48 million and rose to 100 million in less than
five years due to the growth of multiplexes. 

Where the multiplex is a “stand alone” cinema with 8-10 screens, the megaplex boasts 12-30
screens and acts as a mother ship for a number of other activities, a big magnet for one-stop-
shopping where you can eat, bowl, go to the health club, buy books, buy food… everything
you do for leisure outside your home.

The US had seen a big growth in both multi- and megaplexes during the 90’s. With the huge
investments in megaplexes, it became hard for the exhibitors to carry the negative influence
on the multiplexes and with this cannibalisation the exhibition industry started to collapse
with bankruptcies and financial problems. Big financial operators appeared; mergers, acquisi-
tions, takeovers and restructuring created big, new regional circuits. In 2002 there were only
4-5 national exhibitors who represent 65% of the total 35,280 screens in the US. The exhibitor
is ultimately dependent on access to end products, which is still in the hands of Hollywood,
where no-one helped the cinemas during this crisis. 

Segmentation versus Concentration

In Europe, there is still room for growth, even though some markets like the UK, Spain and
France have reached a mature level. Low growth markets are Scandinavia and Italy, whereas
Eastern Europe has a bit of both. Mr Frydman stressed the importance of product dependen-
cy, claiming that the key question for the future will be the ability of Europeans to control
the end product through local or non-US productions. 

The US, with financial concentration based in just a few huge companies, is showing a seg-
mentation trend, especially in the bigger cities, with the opening or re-opening of old one-
screen cinemas, art-house cinemas, neighbourhood cinemas or smaller city-plexes. Europe, still
developing a multiplex concentration, is showing a trend towards restructuring city multi-
screens, bringing quality, comfort and increased service to these cinemas in prime locations,
all of which will bring back attendance.

Partly to blame for the US collapse was the “site rush”. The fight in the 80’s over prime loca-
tions brought the prices up and many overpaid in their eagerness to gain access to perfect
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space. On top of that, there was the overbuilding; too big, too expensive and too close to
existing cinemas, thus creating the cannibalisation effect.
Being tied to certain distributors also hampers the US exhibitor, who is unable to control his
end product. 
“I believe the linkage of market growth goes through films and products.” Frydman empha-
sizes. 

Since 1995 Europe has seen an increase in market, in screens and in ticket price. Yet, there
are a large number of companies in financial trouble. There is no single reason for this trend,
but rather a mixture of problems in management, competition, cannibalisation, urban vs. sub-
urban and an excessively slow recovery of cinemagoers. 
Europe also has strict building codes; city planners, mayors and politicians who want to char-
acterise their cities with beautiful buildings. In Cologne, Germany, a $60-million cinema was
built with help from the city, the Film Council and others, in a prime location and architecture
worthy of an Opera house. Frydman asks:
“At 5 euro per ticket, how can we afford this? We are a very simple business. How do I fund a
$60-million building?”

Remedies

Management is the overall experience of being true professionals, having a feel for it – a
love for the cinema! Frydman pointed to the importance of defining priorities like restructur-
ing. Of improving management by finding the right people. Of increasing service through a
love of the business. The importance of positioning, specialization and planning. Of using
imagination in exploring the new avenues of digital advertising or new foods to replace pop-
corn and candy. Of alternative choices for the use of the cinema, like concerts. Of using the
auditorium in new ways, especially in the mornings. 

The multiplex is here to stay, Frydman claims. There has been an increase in the market, a
significant attendance growth and it is still growing, though not at the same speed. The
growth will continue through diversification and segmentation. There has been a dramatic
improvement in the technical quality of screen and sound, and digital projection will bring
new opportunities. 

In the Q&A session following the lecture, Frydman talked about the 18-screen megaplex and
entertainment centre he built in a Stockholm suburb, whilst head of AMC, Europe. He used
this site as an example to talk about the difficulties that can arise when building in different
countries, dealing with different kinds of tempers, different kinds of city ordinance rules and
different kinds of competitors. 

Bruno Frydman
frydman.bruno@noos.fr
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Exhibition Management

FOCUS ON THE KINEPOLIS GROUP

Patrick Terryn of the Kinepolis Group, Belgium, presented the complexities of managing this
international chain, that strives to live up to its slogan “Much more than cinema”.

“The first Multiscreen was introduced 30 years ago in Belgium by Kinepolis.” Mr Terryn says,
referring to keynote speaker Bruno Frydman’s claim that AMC was the inventor of multiple
screens. Terryn set the stage by calling the present Kinepolis “the 5th generation” in the evolu-
tion of cinemas: The Total Leisure Centre. Holding 50% of the mature Belgian market,
Kinepolis went across the border to France in 1995, then to Spain, Italy, Switzerland and
Poland and now manages an impressive number of Megaplexes and Multiplexes abroad. The
influx of Multi- and Megaplexes has broadened the market in Europe, he says, as he goes on
to explain the criteria for the Kinepolis’ platform. 

Make it easy

Always building in the suburbs (on fully-owned real estate) with easy access, easy parking
and easy to find, Kinepolis strives to prevent the customer feeling any stress, even by having
fixed screening hours at 2:30 – 5:00 – 8:00 – 10:30 at all their cinemas. As a marketing-driven
company, they are open to the evolution of exhibition and see themselves in the forefront. 

Mr Terryn went on to present pictures of some of the cinemas. Antwerp, with 7,500 seats
and 20 screens. France, with Kinékids, a children’s world with a specially trained crew to take
care of babies and children while parents (equipped with beepers) are enjoying the film.
Spain, boasting 9,295 seats with 3.5 million visitors last year and Poland, where a huge
36,000-square-meter Leisure Centre with 20 screens and all kinds of activity options has just
been finished. 



In Belgium, with a population of 10 million, 12,400,000 movie-goers chose Kinepolis last year.
In France, being the only non-French operator, they have chosen to be strong in one region
with 5 Multiplexes, 4 Megaplexes and 1 Mono-screen. In Spain, with a presence in Madrid and
Valencia, they are building a new Megaplex in Grenada. Mr. Terryn points out how in Spain,
people love to go out at night, and therefore there is an exceptional late-night screening at
1:30. These three countries are highlighted, as their core market and the expansion of com-
plexes, now kept to one per year, will mainly be within this market. The Group has a total of
23 cinema complexes with 23 million visitors a year.

Not only film

Terryn points out that, in the future a good cinema complex should earn a maximum of 60%
of all revenues through the box office. Rental income from external concessions, food and
beverage and other activities should make up the rest. With a crisis in Europe (attendance
was down by 11% in France, 10% in Belgium and 3% in Spain), the importance of strategic
marketing becomes evident. Terryn points to what he calls the all-important product: the
magic and the dreams. You have to be aware of your customer (think global – act local) in
order to generate growth, either through more visitors or more visits. The company’s line of
being trendy and innovative was stressed time and again throughout the presentation. 

He then presented the different options and tools that Kinepolis uses in their communica-
tion. There are Business-to-Consumer Programs with on-line newsletters updating programs
and events at the Centre, vouchers (over 2 million sold in Belgium in 2001), gift boxes, non-
commercial school programs (130,000 visitors last year in Poland through the Skolabox) and
events. Business-to-Business Programs with their own newsletter, tailor-made events, with or
without the screening of a film. Special children’s arrangements like free babysitting each
Sunday, clowns and entertainment when the box office queue becomes too long, links to stu-
dents through Student cards, events and a backstage tour of the cinema for senior citizens.
The websites contain much film info. with links to more info., posters, sampling, animation,
as well as the possibility of printing out your own ticket at home.

Kinepolis has developed its own rating system, in an effort to be as informative as possible.
There are logo icons for what kind of movie is shown, i.e. adventure, educational, historical,
romance or comedy, as well as guidance for films containing sex, horror, drugs, violence or
discrimination. This, Terryn claims, has become a very important marketing tool.

Kinepolis has a training unit called Kinepolis Academy to ensure that everybody working in
one of their cinemas gets trained. With some large cinemas (as in Spain) employing as many
as 200 people, unified training/education becomes essential. There is also an Operations
Support Group, on call to solve local problems like security, safety procedures or other prob-
lems. 

Mr. Terryn ended by emphasising the importance of the oncoming digital evolution:
“It is here to stay!” and then touched on the distributors’ often very aggressive and short-
sighted advertising of movies, hiding their true quality and thereby misleading the client. In
the following Q&A session the ECE participants wanted to know more about many topics. The
price of the Kinékids child-care/beeper service (1.50 euro), the cost of having fixed screening
times (a choice within the company philosophy of Customer Focus), the length of the
Academy training course (3-4 days), security measures for tickets printed at home (a unique
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bar code), cinema ticket prices (adapted to each local market), bonus prices and loyalty pro-
grams (“You don’t penalize the guy that comes once a year, you reward the one that comes
once a week”), programming (“In a 20-screen cinema the mix of American and local movies
should ideally be 60/40”), tracking the customer (“We do a survey after each screening as the
client is brought back to the main area, where he can continue to enjoy his evening in some
of the other areas in the Leisure Centre”).

Patrick Terryn
Kinepolis
Bld. du Centenaire 20
1020 Brussels, Belgium
Tel. +33 2 474 26 86
gsm. +33 675 74 23 63
Fax  +33 32 2 474 26 85
pterryn@kinepolis.com
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Exhibition Management

THE RUNNING OF A “DUAL SITE”

Chris Hilton, the general manager of the two Odeon cinemas in Central London (Leicester
Square and West End), presented the complexity of running this high-powered cinema-duo 
in the heart of London.

Marketing, management and audience relations came alive as Chris Hilton, supported by
photographs where stars, royalty and celebrities flock to see and be seen in this famous the-
atre in Leicester Square, guided us through his dual-site world. The Odeon in Leicester Square
houses a main auditorium with 1,943 seats as well as 5 smaller cinemas with 60 seats each, a
bar, retail outlets and 3 box offices. This cinema needs little conventional marketing, as it is
London’s main event theatre. Here, major events like the World Premiere of Harry Potter or
other major titles are scheduled, with audience attendance of stars, royalty and other celebri-
ties generating much media coverage. The British Film Awards, The London Film Festival and
other events thrive at this theatre. Celebrity Footprints from a long list of stars now adorn the
sidewalk, generating much attention as a Special Event at each new addition. The prints are
done in dental plaster, then cast in bronze and placed in the Square. 

The other Odeon cinema in the West End houses 500 seats in the circle auditorium upstairs,
300 downstairs, a box office, a bar, self-serve retail outlet and a Häagen-Dazs café. 

Both cinemas were renovated and modernised in 1999 as part of a total re-branding process
of the entire Odeon chain, consisting of 89 sites around the UK.  £3.5 million was spent on
the Leicester Square Odeon alone. 

Posters and a Film-Guide keep the audience abreast of films and events. Special advertising
for films by the exhibitor is not necessary, since they sell themselves at this prime location.
The audience is slightly older than in surrounding cinemas in the suburbs. There has been a
slight decline in attendance due to fewer tourists in the last year and a fear of terrorist
attacks at gatherings of large groups. 
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Future plans contain “The Odeon Tour”, a nostalgic journey through both cinemas with the
original safety curtain, design, the Compton organ from 1937 played by an accomplished
organist (thereby giving a “free” organ concert) and an extensive picture gallery filled with
celebrities and events from past years. Mr Hilton suggests a 20£ price tag for this tour. 

An additional source of revenue is Corporate Booking. Four full houses of Harry Potter were
sold to different companies. Here the audience also could buy “goodie-bags”, popcorn, drinks,
etc. Smaller “Packages” are also sold, with concession playing a big part of the Odeon business.

Dedication is the key

There are two levels of salaried staff at the two Odeons, managers and team leaders. Two
sets of each grade in separate units, but the long-term aim is to create one single team for
both sites with all levels and skills interchangeable. Mr Hilton stresses the importance of dedi-
cation among the staff. Performance-related salary increases, as a dual-site team member is a
big incentive, but also involves the risk of one site becoming the preferred location. There has
already been a 12% savings against last year’s salary budget and the process of further reduc-
tions within the teams is ongoing. An additional incentive is Mr Hilton’s goal of motivating
and helping Assistant Managers grow towards running their own cinema. A further incentive
scheme is spot checking of the staff by an outside company, to evaluate their standard of per-
formance, then rewarding them with bonuses through a scoring system. 

There are also two technical teams consisting of a chief engineer and three senior techni-
cians each. They are high-performance teams that work in shifts and are able to handle up to
90 films within a fortnight. 

The Odeon chain has a Central Booking unit scheduling the premieres and screenings of
films. The Leicester Square Odeon will typically run a movie 2 weeks before moving it
through to Odeon West End. The ticket prices are £10.5 and £12 for seats in the VIP section
called the “Royal Circle”. Performances before 3 p.m. are at slightly reduced prices, but there
are no loyalty programs or other cut-price efforts, since the audience is stable and flocks to
this major theatre without extra incentives. It is considered a trendy cinema where the bar is
able to serve 2,000 people within 20 minutes. 

Tickets are booked through a call centre with 150 VRU (Voice Recognition Units), through
the web site (900,000 tickets were sold over the internet in 2002) or at the cinema box offices. 

Mr Hilton ended his presentation with a “Moment” from Odeon. At the premiere of
Superman 4, the actor playing the villain came in full film-costume and was surreally seated
between Prince Charles and Princess Diana through the screening of the film. 

Chris Hilton
Odeon Cinemas
40 Leicester Square
London WC2H YL8, UK
Tel. +44 207 930 27 87
Fax +44 207 930 54 35
chris.hilton@ntlworld.com



Film Education: UK

CINEMA – AN EXTENSION 
OF THE CLASSROOM
Ian Wall, Director of Film Education in the UK, made a compelling presentation of this
unique link between education and the film industry… and between the film industry and
education.

“By the teachers, for the teachers!” is how Ian Wall describes the institution of Film
Education. Wall, himself a teacher and head of Film Education in the UK for the past sixteen
years, talks of balancing the fine line between the film industry and the schools. 
Film Education works with distributors in order to choose the right films to work with which
will fit in with the school curriculum. The film distributors, cinema exhibitors and the British
Film Institute fund the project.
After having experienced a downturn in admissions in 1985 in the UK, the following year was
named British Film Year in an effort to remedy the situation. The slogan chosen for creating
new interest in films was “Cinema – the best place to see films”.  Ian Wall was approached by
David Puttnam (who was instrumental in the creation of this educational concept) and asked
to head an educational organization that could help broaden the audience by extending the
range of films young people see. The concept of “Cinema – an extension of the classroom”
was born and Film Education became a reality. 

Teaching the teachers

“Where do films fit into the curriculum?” Wall asks, as he explains the core of his program.
By developing a structured approach for using the film – and giving the teachers the material
to work from - film can find its place within the curriculum. Study Guides on individual films
are given to the teachers, typically 16-page-long, mainly consisting of questions (rarely infor-
mation about the film) and distributed 3-4 weeks in advance of the film opening. The ques-
tions help evaluate, analyse and do other work on the film and the guides also give training
and event direction. Generic guides on basic topics are developed (e.g. Shakespeare package
including 6 films on video) as well as guides on “Introduction to Film Language”, “Film and
the Audience” and simulation games. 
“Our relationship with the industry allows us to give things to the teachers, that they would
not normally get.” Wall says as he continues his presentation. Digital material like CD-ROM’s
and DVD’s are used and their web-page (www.filmeducation.org) gets 75,000 downloads per
month. There are three major events arranged each year, “National School Film Week”,
“March into Movies” and “Sunscreen”, pulling young audiences into the cinemas.
“Our audience is the teachers.” Wall says, “We give them lots and lots of material for encour-
aging their students to go to the cinema”. He breaks his audience down into three cate-
gories; 40% are The Hoarders (“It’s mine!”), another 40% are The Sharers (“My closest friends
can see this!”) and the last 20% are The Evangelists (“I must spread this through my entire
network!”). The new technologies have provided exciting possibilities for in-depth material
and interactive communication. 12,000 e-mails are sent out every fortnight, making it possible
to target special events or screenings for special areas. The Internet can present an event or
program in advance of the printed material (30% of the tickets to Sunscreen were sold over
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the net). The digital resources also include interactive CD-ROM’s containing the Study Guide
as well as clips, trailer, archive footage, synopsis and sound. Wall continued by showing an
ambitious DVD that went out one month before the premiere of a Bond film, containing
background material and relevant information, two documentaries, one about the film and
one about the specific making of a sequence, sound and rushes (over 300 shots) of this
sequence as an activity for the students to edit their own version. This DVD was used by 80%
of the schools that received it. 

Know your audience

During National Schools Film Week, there were 431 screenings during 5 days in 155 locations
across the country, with 80 film titles and 60 events (talks by directors or screenwriters). In
2002 this event was funded by The Film Council, which made a demand to increase the num-
ber of “Art films” in the film repertoire. Film Education decided to boost it to 40% (from an
existing 10%) only to find a 30% decrease in the audience. In analysing the problem, they
found that of the 16,000 teachers on their mailing list, only 45% were over the age of 35. The
majority of teachers were young, and drawn to blockbuster movies just as their students
were. It was clear that the target, for extending the taste in movies, was the teacher.
A pilot scheme was established in London under the title “New Cinemas” with three different
cinemas showing three different kinds of films. French films (doing well), documentaries
(doing not so well) and One-to-One (with talks by directors or other film people at every
screening, also doing well). The project “New Cinema” is planned to travel around the country.
Wall finishes by giving the figures showing his success. 55% of the schools participating use
all the materials they receive. 40% of the schools make one to three trips to the cinema each
year. 50% of the teachers never take their students to the cinema, but half of these teachers
urge their students to go on their own. 
“We have come a long way!” says Wall in the Q&A session, where he also explains how the
distributors pay for the digital material used, and that they then can use it in any other coun-
try as they please.

Ian Wall
Film Education
21-22 Poland Street
London WIU 3DD, 
UK
Tel. +44 207 851 94 50
wall@filmeducation.org
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Technology 

THE ADVANTAGES OF DIGITALISATION

Nicolas Hamon of Barco Digital Cinema in Belgium gave a peek into the future by presenting
the technical advances in the evolutionary process of D-Cinema.

Barco - Belgian American Radio Corporation – whose corporate statement clearly describes
its goal: “To be world leader in visualization through image processor solutions”, has broken
its Image Processing down into three key activities, BarcoProjection (large screen visualiza-
tion), BarcoView (display systems for life- critical applications) and BarcoVision (inspection and
quality control).
The Barco Digital Cinema division, established four years ago, is one of only three licensees of
the Texas Instrument’s DLP cinema technology and the developer of the first and only digital
projector to be THX certified.
Since 2002, Barco has been technical partner to the Cannes Film Festival, securing the transi-
tion to digital screenings by equipping the Festival theatres with Barco systems, enabling digi-
tal screenings of restored and completed films, or films in post-production. “Star Wars II” was
released globally with Barco digital projection and  “Crimson River” (France) and “Pinocchio”
(Italy) were digital releases with digital post-production.

How does it work?

The digitalized film or show is fed to a server, either through satellite transmission or down-
loading of DVD-ROMs. The projectionist prepares a schedule on a PC-based system, sends it to
a network of one or more projectors that can store the complete content of one or more
shows, and then plays it. The projector can give feed-back to the system on what has been
played, can be integrated with the ticket office to give flexibility to screening schedules and
can also play alternative content – like live events. 
“The difference between D- and E- cinema is quite simple.” Hamon explains. D- cinema shows
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Hollywood feature films on a system that has to comply with certain rules that Hollywood has
designated. E- cinema is anything else, like independent productions, advertising, concerts or
other events. D- cinema can show E- cinema content, but E- cinema cannot upgrade to D- 
cinema. 
The projecting system for D- cinema requires a Hollywood-approved system like DLP-cinemaTM,
developed by Texas Instruments, which has worked closely with the Hollywood film industry in
perfecting this system with Cine PalateTM (colour perfection), Cine CanvasTM (subtitling), Cine
LinkTM (encryption for security) and Cine BlackTM (new spectrum of blacks). There are four types
of servers approved for the D- cinema system, whilst you can basically use any kind of server
for E- cinema. D- cinema projectors cost as much as 120,000 euros while E- cinema projectors
stay in the range of 8-15,000 euro. Hamon sums up the issue of systems by asking:
“Do you want Hollywood or not?”

Where does it work?

“It all started in 1999 with the release of “Star Wars I”, Hamon continued. “And by March of
2003, there were 160 digital screens worldwide”. 
The government-based China Film Group installed 32 sites in 2002, propelling China to the
front in digital exhibition. North America holds 50% of the sites, Asia 33%, Europe 10%, with
the remainder divided between Latin America and Brazil.
Until now, it has been considered a pilot project that Hollywood wanted control over and for
which it therefore established a working group, Digital Cinema Initiative, to define the stan-
dards. The results are expected at the beginning of 2004.

Why does it work?

There are obvious advantages in the film production stage: lower costs, higher flexibility, less
time consuming and new opportunities for independent producers. In postproduction, there
is a new Digital Intermediate process where the 35mm film is scanned into a digital high-reso-
lution format, colour graded, edited and worked on, then copied to print for release. The dis-
tribution advantage is also clear: the more screens, the lower the cost. The exhibitor gets a
faster release, thereby taking advantage of the premiere marketing campaigns, new revenues
from events and special arrangements, constant quality that does not change over time. 
“Speed, convenience, quality, flexibility and broader programming.”
Hamon ended his presentation with figures from China (planning 100 digital cinemas over
the next four years), Brazil (35% increase in the 7 theatres now digitalized), Holland (35%
increase in attendance) and Sweden (added 34% to the box office). 
“It works!” 

Nicolas Hamon
Barco Digital Cinema
Noordlaan 5
Kuurne
Belgium
Tel. +32 56 36 83 87
Fax +32 56 36 88 62
nicolas.hamon@barco.com
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Panel discussion

A PRACTICAL VIEW ON THE
EVOLUTION OF E- & D- CINEMA
Rickard Gramfors, Digital Houses in Sweden, Chris Hilton, Odeon Cinemas in London and
Patrick Terryn, Kinepolis in Belgium shared their views and knowledge on the emerging digi-
talisation of cinema exhibition.

Digital Houses - the first electronic cinema circuit in Europe – was established as a pilot proj-
ect in Sweden and is scheduled to run for two more years. It comprises seven cinemas in rural
areas and Rickard Gramfors, Content Manager of Digital Houses, presented the findings so far.

The introduction of D-cinemas in Sweden has shown results in improved distribution as well
as revenues. So far, only Swedish films have been shown, partly due to initial subtitling prob-
lems with the server (now solved), partly to fears among distribution companies about com-
mon safety standards. With a standard delay of 6-8 weeks for normal prints to be distributed
to smaller cinemas, same-day releases of digital copies make a huge difference in being able
to take advantage of the distributor’s initial advertising campaign, TV- and press coverage
and other media/marketing efforts. Mr Gramfors also points out the quality difference in con-
ventional prints, sometimes used several months before showing in the smaller cinemas,
scratched and full of flaws, versus digital prints of a secure and invariable quality. Local media
has given much attention to the digital cinemas, whilst general interest as well as special
arrangements, such as live concerts, musicals or sports events, have also contributed to Digital
Houses showing a 25% increase in revenues over the last year. 

The difference between D and E

New feature films with a quality equal to or better than 35 mm film are designated D.
Independent film, events, concerts or theatre performances belong to E. Mr Gramfors continued
by highlighting what he called the evolution of cinema exhibition. 130,000 euro will equip a
cinema with a server for downloading, a digital projector, broadband and satellite transmission.
(Most cinemas are already equipped with digital audio). The print cost however, is only about a
tenth of the cost of traditional prints. Gramfors pays 2,600 euro for a 35mm print, but only 160
euro for a D-print. The print is delivered to the cinema by the distributor after downloading,
and then compressed to 200 Gb data-tape-cartridges with simultaneous encoding and subti-
tling. Security is a necessity ensured through a digital laboratory providing optimal quality. Each
cinema manager gets a daily-designated personal password to be able to screen the film. 

“Too expensive - but a must to get the audience into our small cinemas”, Gramfors claims, as
he describes the added value of E: special arrangements, Broadway shows and other musicals,
live concerts and the next Olympic games.

D- stars at the Odeon

Chris Hilton told of the digitalisation at his Odeon Theatre at Leicester Square in the centre of
London. Here some of the major films are shown in digital versions on a Barco projector. “Star
Wars”, “Planet of the Apes”, “Toy Story” and “Miss Congeniality” were some of the examples.
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Surprisingly, “Lord of the Rings” was not shown digitally, as it still seems to be an issue among
major filmmakers that “black is not black enough” in the digital print. Mr Hilton uses the time
before scheduled screenings to show events, musicals, and rushes of films in the making, thus
creating an exiting atmosphere in the off-hours. He points out that it is difficult to see and proj-
ect the future in these early stages of development with so few films being digitalized. 

A floating ghost that has come to stay

The next to speak was Patrick Terryn of the Kinepolis Group, with digital cinemas both in
Belgium and in Spain. Describing the digital cinema as a ghost - floating around but seeking
ground and here to stay - Mr Terryn pointed out the almost non-existent difference in print
quality, as seen with the customer’s eyes and he zeroed in on who will benefit from this digi-
tal development. 
The investment of 130,000 euro to equip a cinema is quite expensive for the exhibitor, who
then depends on the producer’s and the distributor’s choices for his product. Admitting to
huge technical improvements with scratch-free, dust-free and stable prints, convenience and
immediacy, he pointed to the situation of conflict with the producers and distributors control-
ling development and the exhibitor footing the bill with little or no influence. The advan-
tages to the producers are guaranteed quality, low production costs, encryption against piracy
and easy handling for subtitling or dubbing. But Mr Terryn again stressed the fact that nei-
ther the moviegoers (who could not see the difference in a split screen test he performed),
nor the exhibitors are the driving force in this evolution. 

Kinepolis is working with the producers at this stage, splitting costs on certain investments,
like projectors. Tests and evolving changes on different equipment are conducted with their
technical partner, Texas Instruments. 

In the ensuing discussion, Mr Gramfors pointed to the importance of keeping the rural cinemas
alive and earning more money with the new technology, claiming a shift in the “food-chain”
with less influence from the local distributor, who will become more of a marketing unit. With
television launching high definition channels showing films and all kinds of events, the need
for developing more alternative content becomes immediate. Short films and documentaries
could get a whole new life through digital screenings instead of sitting on the shelf at the
libraries or Film Institutes, where they are borrowed, typically to be viewed on a TV-screen.

The discussion then zeroed in on audience demographics, with examples from both London
and Sweden showing an increase and a slightly different audience for the E-cinema showings.
Chris Hilton pointed out the difficulty of finding prime-time slots for screening high interest
events, like a Broadway show. In Sweden a survey showed that 97% of the audience felt they
got their money’s worth at an event screening, with the majority being women over 45 years
of age, representing a new audience. There was general agreement among the panel that
the audience is more interested in the content of what is being shown than the technical
finesse of the digital technique. But with a whole new spectrum of alternative content, a
name for this kind of entertainment was called for.

With the prospect of cheaper prints in the future comes the question of over-screening and
thus shortening the film’s life span. There was felt to be a “sleeping” audience that would
awaken with the possibility of same-day releases for major films in the smaller communities
and rural areas. 

It was concluded that the competence of the individual exhibitor is of vital importance for
furthering the evolution of digital cinema.



Interacting with the audience:

CHOOSE YOUR ATTITUDE

Henrik Meng of Meng & Co. talked about understanding relations and behaviour in a fast-mov-
ing society with a desire for action and entertainment as an integrated part of everyday life.

“There has to be a strong relation between what you say and what you do!” Meng exclaims,
as he explains how the brain forms thoughts before they are presented through speech. He
continues by using a story from the book “The Little Prince” where the lamplighter labours to
light and put out a streetlamp as his planet revolves faster and faster (because those are his
orders), illustrating how, if we don’t change our “orders”, someone might come along and
take over our business. 

There is more of everything in this fast-moving world. More time, money and stress create
impatience and tension. Shopping malls have become entertainment centres, restaurants and
bars have big-screen TV, gas stations sell food, music and movies and even the dentist has a
DVD show for his patient while fixing his teeth.
The cinema has developed into branded theatres with a need to communicate not just the
films showing, but the features of the cinema as a brand, so that the audience can make a
choice. The marketing should ensure that the audience instantly knows who you are. The
technical advantages have to be communicated so that the audience knows what to look for.
The management has to have a vision and stay in front. The staff has to understand that they
are hosts in a guesthouse. 
“You invited them, they pay to be there, and so they expect to be treated well!” 
Listing the points of contact between staff and audience, Meng stressed the importance of
involvement by the employees to maintain the expected service level. The usher should, much
like a waiter with a menu, be knowledgeable about the films playing, e-mail queries should
be answered within a short time, telephones have to be answered courteously, the staff has
to show interest in the customer at all points of interaction, even at exits from the cinema. 
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Leading performance

Meng interacted with the participants of the seminar, asking them to come forward with
personal examples of good and bad service. After discussing snootiness on British Airways,
service excellence in Cuba, generosity at a Berlin cinema and aloofness towards children at a
Swedish film club, the importance of taking a genuine interest in people was stressed. 
Building a vision for a company requires a mission statement. Building a mission statement
requires defining values and goals. Putting the mission statement into practice requires spe-
cific behaviour to live up to the defined values. Maintaining the mission statement requires
measuring the key success factors at intervals, adjusting your behaviour and level of interac-
tion accordingly, and thereby fulfilling the guests’ expectations. Meng continues by showing
“The Attitude Model”, a chart defining creative, inquisitive, curious and wondering as plus
attitudes that add energy and build relations. Sceptical, critical, defensive and ejective are
shown as negative attitudes that drain energy and destroy relations. 
“When you are in love, you are at the top of the attitude model and time washes away!” he
says, giving more examples from the top and bottom of the attitude model, stressing the
importance of choosing employees that radiate the kind of energy that makes them fun to be
with, that the guests like to be around. 
Summing up his two-hour presentation, Meng points to the four “pillars” of interaction, mar-
keting (what the audience will expect), management (to be in front and leading), technique
(to heighten the experience) and employees (to make them want to care for the guests). 
“Customers are guests, and they are the reason we exist!” he finishes. 

Henrik Meng
Meng and Company A/S
Nyhavn 16
1051 Copenhagen 
Denmark
Tel. +45 702 12344
Fax +45 702 12345
henrik@meng.dk
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Focus on Hungary
A glance at cinema exhibition in Hungary, the venue of the next “European Cinema
Exhibition” training course

REACHING THE SATURATION POINT
Gabor Csurdi, Budapest Film, presented the saturated cinema situation in Hungary with
focus on Budapest. Tibor Biró, Cine-Mis Ltd and Vice President of the Hungarian Association
of Art Cinemas, described how smaller towns try to survive the multiplex attack.

Budapest Film Company, being a distributor as well as cinema exhibitor, is the largest inde-
pendent film company in Hungary handling some 50 films per year. They operate 1 multiplex
(13 screens), 1 multiscreen (6 screens) and 4 art houses (11 screens) in the Capital. Gabor
Csurdi of Budapest Film presented the situation and background figures on Hungary. With a
population of 10 million and 15.2 million cinema tickets sold in 2002, Hungary boasts one of
the highest cinema attendances in Central Europe. The ticket prices are high, the public spent
about 46 million euro on the magic of movies in 2002. 

Since the start of the invasion of multi-screen and multiplex theatres in 1996, movie-going
habits have shifted, and are now concentrated on 87% tickets sold in just 26 theatres. The
small cinemas are dying and the remedy of lowering prices to attract more people to the cin-
ema has not been fruitful. Budapest has reached its saturation point with 12 multi-screen and
multiplexes of which 3-4 try to function at a mere 10% capacity. There are two major distribu-
tion companies in Hungary: InterCom, an American/Hungarian-owned company with around
60% market share and UIP-Duna with about 20% market share (if we consider the box
office).  The rest of the market is taken by the independent distributors. 
The main exhibitors are InterCom (Hollywood Multiplex chain), I.T. Cinemas (Cinema City
chain), UIP Palace Cinemas, and Budapest Film. 
American films are dominating the market with around 80% market share. Hungarian films
are well below 9% of tickets sold out of a production of 20 films a year. 

Budapest Film took up the battle with the 12 multiplexes and multi-screen by concentrating
on price, giving discounts on “Cheap Days”, special “Family Prices”, loyalty programs for stu-
dents and special prices for booking by SMS, over the mobile phone and the Internet.
Attendance figures did not rise; the existing cinemagoers accepted the discounts and rev-
enues fell even further. Ticket prices have stabilized at a generally low level. Their 4 art-house
cinemas (800,000 visitors p/a) attract a young intellectual audience propelled by PR efforts in
the press, news about the company, reviews and special events. A special effort to differenti-
ate these cinemas was made by attaching short feature films to the main feature and organ-
izing “Film Weeks” on topics and themes, such as directors or country of origin.  

Surviving the attack

Tibor Biró described the situation in Miskolc, the third largest city in Hungary. He operates a
municipality-owned, two-screen cinema in the heart of the city. Every Hungarian city with more
than 100,000 inhabitants now has a multi-screen or a multiplex. The abundance pushed the share
of American films from 50% in 1990 up to 93.7% in 2000 and in the same period, the share of
European films dropped from 34% (1990) to 2.7% (2000). 
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In Miskolc, with 200,000 inhabitants, there are two cinema sites each with 8 and 7 screens respec-
tively and more than 2,000 seats. The two major companies (I.T. and Intercom) both believed that
the other would drop the building project, neither one did, and they opened within two months,
a few hundred meters from each other and with exactly the same repertoire. 

“Our attendance fell by 80%” Biró proclaims. “We no longer can get the new films; only after
the multiplexes are done with them – several months later”.  The cinema has two screens
accommodating 400 and 80 people. Both screens are now playing European and Hungarian
art-house films and the cinema has become a member of the “Europa Cinémas” network. They
have lost a segment of young cinemagoers to the two new multiplexes, both located in shop-
ping centres, and are countering by organizing programmes for schools, with the support of
the Hungarian Motion Picture Fund. There is also a Film Club showing theme-related films
once a week, National Film Days, an annual event showing films from a specific country
themed with live music, exhibitions and food from that country. To appeal to the older seg-
ment of the audience, Biró plans special showings of classical Hungarian films in cooperation
with the Hungarian Film Archives. These efforts have paid off and attendance has risen, from
67,722 in 2000 to 100,443 in 2002. However, the low ticket price of 1 euro makes support from
local government, Europa Cinémas and the Hungarian Motion Picture Fund necessary.

Local and central authorities dealing with culture are opening up for new areas of financial
support to the traditional cinemas for improvements and refurbishments. Also, the Hungarian
Motion Picture Fund is supporting copies of new releases to be circulated around the country
at the same time as they are showing in Budapest. 

Tibor Biró ends his presentation with an appeal to shape the digitalisation of cinemas to the
advantage of small traditional cinemas. Speed and the low costs of copies will be of great
importance to the smaller cinemas, but he thinks the European Community should support
the high cost of equipping traditional cinemas for digitalisation.

Gabor Csurdi
Budapest Film
Attila Ut 13/A
Hungary
Tel. +36 12 24 56 65
Mobile. +36 30 33 66168
Fax +36 12 24 56 62
gcsurdi@budapestfilm.hu

Tibor Biró
Cine-Mis Ltd
Széchenyi u. 1
Miscolc
Hungary
Tel. +36 46 325 000
Fax +36 46 412 226
tibor.biro@chello.hu
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Audience related initiatives: Germany

NOT ONLY POPCORN AND TICKETS!

Stephanie Hoffmann, CineVision Filmtheatre and Rapid Eye Movies, opened the discussion
on Creative Formats in European Cinemas, with a look at the special problems facing the
German Cinema Exhibitors and a presentation of Europe’s largest and most diverse market. 

After 13 years in the exhibition sector of the German film industry, Stephanie Hoffmann,
realizing the need for education in cinema exhibition, decided to create a platform for young
people to get on-the-job training and education. With support from the German Chamber of
Commerce, Hoffmann created a plan for young people to educate themselves while working,
with the possibility of becoming a cinema manager after three years. Giving lectures and
training, recommending and advising, she pioneers education for young cinema exhibitors
with her call: “Not only popcorn and tickets!”

The folder presenting the ECE seminar contained a sentence that Hoffmann found revealing:
“The final results of the film industry as a whole depend on how well the cinema exhibitors
can present and market an extraordinary entertainment experience to their audiences”, and
so she had signed up for this course with enthusiasm. 

A complex country containing many countries

With more than 82 million inhabitants, Germany has 884,790 seats divided among 4,868
screens. The concentration of screens (and multiplexes) lies in the western part of the country
while in the five new eastern states (except for Berlin) cinemas are still under-represented.
There were close to 164 million visits to cinemas in 2002, representing a gross box office of
over 960 million euro. 

Hoffmann tells of the great variety of cinemas – from the small village theatre, to the mini-
plex, art house and multiplex, the largest situated in Berlin and Nürnberg containing 19
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screens each. The cinemas are organized in four different associations: AG-Kino, HDF,
Cineropa and Gilde, with clear difficulties in cooperating and working together. The distribu-
tors are organized in one major organisation: VdF (Verband der Filmverleiher E.V.). The prob-
lems of these many bodies not being able to cooperate have caused rental costs to soar to
53%, the highest percentage in Europe.

The film industry as a whole is very large, with different Film Boards funding cinema and
production-related initiatives. The German Federal Film Board (FFA) alone had a budget of
some 68 million euro in 2002 and the total figure for all boards including the Ministry of
Culture film budget was more than 200 million euro. Hoffmann expresses her personal disap-
pointment in the presentation of German films at the recent Cannes Film Festival, having
hoped for a stronger presence and more effort in view of such a large film budget. 

Film culture is well represented with more than 100 film festivals, open air theatres and two
film museums, but stands in fierce competition with a large number of theatres, operas,
museums, 33 different TV channels and a flourishing DVD market. However, she points out,
there is no film education in schools, film has traditionally not been seen as a cultural sector,
so this year the German Film Board is launching a campaign for schools on film education in
an effort to boost German film heritage.

The recurrent summer campaign

For the third year in a row, cinemas can sign up and make use of a packaged summer cam-
paign containing a range of marketing tools, such as posters, leaflets, stickers, a newsletter,
radio and TV ads, trailers and an Internet portal. Hoffmann showed elements from the cam-
paign as she described it. This German Kinofest: “3 Tage - 3 Euro” is run in June and is a joint
effort by the cinema associations. The result from the two previous years shows a momentary
increase in attendance, but no lasting change.

Stephanie Hoffmann ends her presentation with a Q&A session, where she describes her own
cinema in Bonn, CineVision Filmtheatre, as a “One dollar cinema” attended by a predominant-
ly young audience paying 2.99 euro to see films one or two months after their release in major
premiere cinemas. Hoffmann’s distribution company, Rapid Eye Movies, specializes in Asian
films and some European releases such as “Songs from the Second Floor” by Roy Andersson.

Quote:

I have never been to such a unique and highly professional working/networking experience
just for exhibitors, just to talk about cinemas for 5 days in such wonderful surroundings -
thanks to everybody who made this possible.

Stephanie Hoffmann

Stephanie Hoffmann
CineVision Filmtheater
Mechenstrasse 73
53129 Bonn - Germany
Tel +49 228 9768201
Tel. +49 228 239 615
Fax +49 228 239 615
stephanie.hoffmann@gmx.de
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Audience related initiatives: Sweden

A MARKET ON THE RISE
Rickard Gramfors, Content Manager for Digital Houses at Folkets Hus och Parker, continued
the Creative Formats in European Cinemas, with a thorough look at the Swedish situation,
presenting an optimistic picture of steady increases in both cinema attendance and revenues
over the last five years. 

Sweden’s unique cinema operator, Folkets Hus och Parker, is a non-profit organization with
269 single screens scattered all over Sweden. Rickard Gramfors, the Content Manager of their
pilot project for digital cinemas made the numbers come alive in his Power Point presentation
of Sweden’s rising cinema attendance. With a population of 9 million people, the Swedes make
about two visits a year to the cinema. There has been a steady increase in attendance over the
past six years and the number of cinemas is growing after several years of decline. In 2002 there
were 823 cinemas (compared to 813 two years ago) as well as 7 electronic cinemas. Out of a
total of 1176 screens, 458 belong to the 105 multi-screen cinemas and multiplexes, the cinemas
with the highest revenues. The number of seats has grown to over196,000 and in 2002 there
were about 18.3 million tickets sold, representing a 1% increase in admissions, but a 4%
increase in revenues due to the higher-priced ticket for the immensely popular “Lord of the
Rings”. The gross box office earnings were about 147 million euro, which, as Gramfors pointed
out, only makes up 30% of the total film segment, if you include video and DVD. 

Ticket prices are around 8 euro, a little less in smaller towns, but quite high in comparison with
other European countries. There are some discount efforts and loyalty programs such as Senior
Citizen special prices, but as a whole, the ticket price has increased way above the level of the
consumer price index.

Is the cinema a candy store that also happens to screen films?.

Gramfors pointed out the importance of concession stands in the cinema. With profits of 400%
on popcorn alone, he was quite adamant in his belief as to where the profits come from.
“Popcorn is more important than the ticket!” 

In 2002 US film titles made up 53% of the market share based on 200 premieres. Half of all pre-
miers were US, 66% of all revenue and 65% of all admissions came from US films. 
Domestic films had quite a good share of almost 17% of admissions. Not as high as their neigh-
bour Denmark (27.1%), but quite impressive next to Norway (8.1%) and Iceland (8.2%). 
Of all films shown in 2002, the most popular after “Lord of the Rings” was “The Guy in the
Grave Next Door”, a Swedish drama/comedy about a dirty peasant and a quiet librarian, mak-
ing up 4,4% of the total box office for the year. 

The Players

SF (Svensk Filmindustri) is the biggest cinema owner with 188 screens and 48% of the box office.
Folkets Hus och Parker has the most screens at 269, but represents only 5% of the box office.
Sandrew Metronome and Svenska Bio (owned 50% by SF) are the other big players. AMC has
entered the arena with a multiplex in the outskirts of Stockholm, making waves in the industry1. 

1 Since December 2003 SF has taken over the AMC Kungens Kurva multiplex, which now operates under its new
name of Filmstaden Heron City (editor’s note).
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As a whole, there are plenty of cinemas, but not enough prints to go around. Some small cinemas
wait up to eight weeks for a print of a new release. SF (with Svenska Bio) and Sandrew Metronome
are an oligopoly with 75% of the Swedish box office. They are producers and distributors as well
as cinema owners, able to control a project from start to finish. There are of course other distribu-
tors like UIP, Columbia, Disney and Fox, who negotiate separately for each title with SF or Sandrew.

Subsidies negotiated and divided

The Swedish Film Institute is largely financed by the 10% of gross ticket revenue paid by the
larger cinemas. The rest comes from government funding and from TV stations. The paying cin-
emas are called “Red”, while the “Green”, being smaller, showing fewer screenings and locat-
ed in small towns, do not pay. The Film Institute helps fund productions, subtitling, film festi-
vals, parallel prints and other film-related activities as well as providing support to the small cin-
emas. The cinema owners get one euro per ticket sold on Swedish-produced films, and for
smaller cinemas there is support for local marketing and technical upgrading or improvements.

There are not enough prints to go around. For the large blockbuster movies, there are about
100 prints made, and since SF and Sandrew control 343 screens, they usually get them first. This
means later and later deliveries of prints to most small cinemas. Gramfors touched upon the
new pilot project for digital cinema that he is involved in, pointing out the ease of being able
to screen films simultaneously and without the frustration of waiting for prints. The distribu-
tion of digital prints will be less time consuming and more cost effective. 

During the Q&A session Gramfors mentioned that a new film agreement would be negotiat-
ed next year between the Film Institute, the Government and the industry. He then expressed
hope that the Swedish productions would tailor themselves to the Danish model of low-budg-
et movies, thereby making it easier to develop young talent. 

Rickard Gramfors Lars Gillegård
Folkets Hus och Parker Riksförbundet Våra Gårdar
Box 17194 10536 Stockholm, Sweden
10462 Stockholm, Sweden Tel. +46 8 672 61 56
Tel. +46 8 452 25 00 / 41 Fax  +46 8 672 61 59
Mobile. 0733 94 77 15 lars.gillegard@varagardar.org
Fax +46 8 452 25 04
rickard.gramfors@fhp.nu
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Audience related initiatives: Norway

AUDIENCE COMMUNICATION 
IN A WINTERWONDERLAND 
Arild Kalkvik, Senior Associate of PricewaterhouseCooper and Kjell Arne Orseth, CEO of
FilmWeb, Norway, presented the exhibition situation in Norway and the prominent use of
inter-active web communication with that Nordic audience.

The Nordic Cinema Market has a relatively high annual frequency of cinemagoers. Mr.
Kalkvik suggests the long, dark winters to be a logical reason for this yearning for magic and
adventure. There are some strong players in the domestic markets: Nordisk Film with a pres-
ence in Denmark and Norway, Sandrew Metronome in Sweden, Denmark and Finland, SF Bio
in Sweden and Norway, Finnkino in Finland, Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia, Kino 1 Gruppen in
Norway, Oslo Kinematografer in Norway and the German CinemaxX in Denmark. 

The availability of the Internet in schools, at home and at work has propelled the web to
become the easy access tool for gathering information and buying cinema tickets.
Listing advantages to the customer such as preferential seating, timesaving and avoiding
queues, advantages to the cinema owner such as pre-paid tickets, reduced queues and there-
by need for staff, ability to track customer preferences (praising Denmark’s Biozonen for its
advanced interactive platform), Kalkvik emphasized the marketing opportunities of this
“modern” medium. The few disadvantages are fear and distrust of technology among older
people and the possibility of concession sales diminishing due to speedier ticketing. 

Power struggle and political control

“Norway is a strange market” Kalkvik said, as he continued by describing how in 1913 it was
decided that private cinemas were dangerous to the public, and were therefore taken over by
the state. Political control channelled the money earned from cinemas into building museums
and parks, none of it into film production. Today, the state is in charge of production,
American companies of distribution and municipalities of local exhibition (83%). There are
the beginnings of privatisation within this market of 250 cinemas, 400 screens and 86,000
seats serving 4.5 million inhabitants. Cinemas pay a film rental fee of about 40%, a 2.5% tax
to the cinema owners association, which distributes the money among festivals, advertising
campaigns, parallel prints and other general activities. The municipalities, many with local
monopolies, are struggling with power and politics within this system, now opening up to
private ownerships. 

In this highly under-screened market, the Internet has become an important tool for ticket
sales with very high results. 70% of the market is available for ticket sales through Filmnet
(www.nettbillett.no) and iTicket (www.billettluka.no). Of the cinemagoers, 90% are Internet
users (45% of them daily) and 1/3 of all cinemagoers buy their tickets here. The estimated
ticket sales on the Internet in 2003 are twice that of 2002.
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Of all the Nordic countries, Norway shows the fastest growth in Internet sales, Denmark is
expected to have strong growth, Sweden expects a 1% growth per month, Finland will also
grow, whereas Iceland (boasting the highest frequency of all in cinema-going), does not offer
sales or booking via Internet. 

FilmWeb

Kjell Arne Orseth continued the Norwegian presentation with an introduction to the highly
successful information technology company, FilmWeb. Orseth was Marketing Director of Oslo
Cinemas before becoming CEO of FilmWeb, established as a company through a collaborative
effort in 1997. Owned by the Norwegian Exhibitors’ Association, the Film Distributors’ organi-
zation (comprised mainly of American companies), the five largest Norwegian cinemas and
also several private investors, FilmWeb has become the most frequently visited portal in
Norway with more than 300,000 users every month. The share capital is 1.2 million euro and
there has been an investment of 2 million euro for development, with an overall objective to
stimulate interest in the cinema. Product- and market-oriented, FilmWeb has successfully
adopted the Internet as a natural channel to sell cinema tickets (1.6 million to date) and to
market film and film-related products. Everyone has to pay for the services offered to be in
the portal and more than 80 different organizations related to film and cinemas contribute
information to FilmWeb.

Information is the key

The primary target-group is between 15 and 30 years old, secondary groups are families with
children and “the industry” itself. A key factor for success is the collaborative effort to share
information. Distributors, cinemas, publications and newspapers use FilmWeb as a natural
source for gathering information, PR- and marketing material. There are 700,000 downloads
per month from the media server. Trailers from the different films are open to everyone,
while press material requires a password. 
“The more information, the better!” Orseth said, as he continued his presentation with dif-
ferent pages from the web site. 
An extraordinary feature is the Report Server available to the industry, where information on
films and tickets sold are fed into a joint database on a daily basis by 96% of the cinemas as
well as the distributors, making all the numbers available as public information.
Summing up the advantages, Orseth points to the cost effectiveness of sharing an infrastruc-
ture, the added know-how and the market power. The disadvantages are all in the realm of
politics and pricing issues.
“We are all envious of Norway!” exclaimed a representative from Sweden in the Q&A session
following Orseth’s presentation. The openness and cooperative efforts within the Norwegian
industry were admired and discussed, while Orseth pointed out the benefits of learning from
each other, of viewing your competitors as colleagues.
“Sharing is the keyword!”
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Arild Kalkvik
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Beddingen 10
7492 Trondheim
Norway
Tel. +47 95 26 14 01
Fax +47 24 06 34 01
arild.kalkvik@no.pwcglobal.com

Kjell Arne Orseth
FilmWeb
Dronningens gt. 16
0152 Oslo
Norway
Tel. +47 21 50 48 02
Fax +47 21 50 48 01
kao@filmweb.no
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Audience related initiatives: Denmark

FROM MOVIE STUDIO 
TO TRENDY CINEMA

Mette Schramm, President of the Danish Cinema Exhibitors’ Association and Manager of
Empire Bio in Copenhagen as well as Reprise Teatret in suburban Holte, guided us through
the difficult birth and creation of a new cinema complex.

Before presenting herself, Mette Schramm set the Danish stage by presenting some key fig-
ures. There were about 13 million tickets sold in 2002 representing over 99 million euro, 24%
of which comes from Danish productions. Nordisk Film Cinemas, being the one large chain, is
sitting on approximately 50% of the market. The rest is divided among independent owners
and smaller chains like the German CinemaxX, with two multiplexes and a multi-screen, and
the Swedish SandrewMetronome, also with a multiplex and a multi-screen. 

Ms Schramm got her start in cinemas 27 years ago by changing light bulbs and climbing lad-
ders in a local cinema in Copenhagen. After having sold tickets, worked as a projectionist, a
decorator, a runner and an editor in film cutting, she became manager of a Nordisk Film
Cinemas suburban, 6-screen plex called BioCity. That brought her to the marketing unit at
Nordisk Film Cinemas, where she handled marketing and advertising.

Harbouring a dream of having her own cinema, she left the big chain to become Manager
of a small, but charming cinema outside Copenhagen called Reprise Teatret with 150 seats
and with much of the original interior, dating from 1919, still intact. She also accepted the
nomination for President of the Danish Cinema Exhibitors’ Association.

Kennet Madsen, a colourful film instructor working out of Empire Stage studios, had a
dream project of building a cinema in the trendy and developing Nørrebro neighbourhood of
Copenhagen. With funding from his friends (the popular music group Aqua), a bank and
Svenska Bio, he created Empire Bio with 4 screens and a total of 591 seats. Madsen knew
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nothing of construction or how to build a cinema, but managed to create a complex with
great atmosphere, though with many flaws. The opening created much attention in the
media; he did not advertise but promoted the cinema through Public Relations using “The
Chair” as a symbol for the cinema. 

Two months after the opening, Schramm was approached to run the cinema. She was
intrigued by this competitive, self-made complex, and accepted, still holding on nostalgically
to her own cinema, Reprise, in the suburbs. 

The multi-anarchy-complex

It was a monumental task to organize and restructure Empire, even though it had only been
open for a few months. There was no bookkeeping, bills were not paid and piling up, the staff
had no direction, was anarchical and unwilling to do anything. But the audience was there, and
to the outside world, Empire was a success. Schramm reduced the staff by almost half, appointed
a staff-coordinator and an administrative coordinator, channelled the programming into a fine
blend of art-house and mainstream movies, and then turned to the problem of the lack of funds. 

Empire had not shown any commercials, trying to keep a pure spirit of “Art”. This was changed
to secure more funds. The building costs were 3 million kroner over the budget, and Madsen
sold off some of his shares to create more liquidity. A rotating double-duty team in the bar and
at the box-office was created to balance peak audience times. Cleaning was cut to twice a
week. Schramm herself took turns in the bar or box-office to boost morale and to help the flow.
And slowly it all came together – the liquidity stabilized as the daily routines took over. 

Empire does not advertise. The cinema sells itself due to location and atmosphere. Located in
a trendy area with young people, many of whom are students, has helped to make the
unusual screening times a success. There are three evening shows: 5:30 pm – 8:00 pm – 10:30
pm and they are usually sold out. The website is much used and is now being revamped and
modernised.

As Schramm shows pictures of her cinema, she describes a nursery planned for exhibition-
related activities, points out that the flowers in the foyer are always fresh, that there are no
gaudy plastic signs displayed (even Coca-Cola has one of their old enamel signs on the wall
above the bar), there is special “health” candy in the concession stand and the foyer houses
garden benches for seating. As she shows pictures of the projection booth for screen #1, she
points out that the technical installations remind her of the 70’s. 

Empire sold 300,000 tickets in 2002 and the projection for 2003 shows a healthy increase. As
Mette Schramm puts it: “Big turnover, no profits!”

Mette Schramm
Danish Cinema Exhibitors’ Association
Øverødvej 10
2840 Holte
Denmark
Tel. +45 45 46 10 52
Mobile. +45 20 62 03 17
Fax. +45 45 46 10 53
reprisen@sollerod.dk



Audience related initiatives: United Kingdom

SMALL WITH A BIG PERSONALITY

Robert Kenny of Curzon Cinemas gave an update on the exhibition situation in the UK, and
presented his successful Curzon Cinemas in Mayfair and in Soho.

Being the favourite of 73 grandchildren, Robert Kenny was introduced to the cinema by his
grandmother at age four. His first memory from the cinema tours was the film “Zulu” with
Michael Cain, and his passion for the cinema was confirmed. After having worked in retail as
an operations manager, run a comedy club and a small cinema in Liverpool, Kenny now man-
ages the Curzon Cinemas in London. 
“I am not anti multiplex,” he says, “there is a space for all of us”. The UK has 775 cinemas
with 3,402 screens. In 2002, 131 of the films shown were foreign (non-British) representing
36% of total releases, but only 2.2% of box-office. 
“There is a resistance to foreign films. People in the UK do not see themselves as part of
Europe – they see themselves as closer to the US.,” Kenny continues. Foreign languages are
no longer compulsory in schools from the age of 14. He feels that the schools need to expose
young people to films they don’t normally see, and is therefore an active part of National
School Film Week as well as Film Education. 

A chain of two

The two Curzon Cinemas are successful – showing interesting films from the whole world
(85% foreign language) as well as American independent films and British. Dealing with
smaller distributors, they can tailor the program to their liking. The Curzon Mayfair is a very
distinct and traditional cinema that has recently undergone refurbishment, making the 1
screen (480 seats) into a 2-screen (313 and 82 seats) theatre. 
The Curzon Soho, also refurbished, is situated in the vibrant theatre district with 3 screens
(502 seats) and a very popular bar and café. In 2002 there were 300,000 admissions (an
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increase of 50,000 is estimated for 2003) at a ticket price of £8.50. The cinemas open at 12
noon and close at midnight. Curzon, a privately owned company that receives no subsidies,
generates its main earnings from first-run, art-house features. Screen International recently
called Curzon “The Top Cinema in the UK for breaking art-house films”. 
Every Monday morning, there is a meeting where the program is perfected and the events
around the normal programming are put in place. “Master Class” is a popular arrangement
with talent attending the premiere, giving talks about the film and answering questions from
the audience. A joint marketing venture with “Time Out” magazine has produced arrange-
ments with book-releases where authors or playwrights choose their favourite film and then
talk about the film and/or book. Curzon gives premiere opportunities for smaller films, they
work with Film Festivals complementary to them, like the German festival (hugely popular),
the Raindance festival (independent edgy films), London Lesbian & Gay festival and the
Danish Wave (in association with the Danish Film Institute). One weekend in February, there is
a Science Fiction Festival (unusual films they normally would not show). 

The owner of the Curzon Cinema believes strongly in encouraging new talent, so short films
enjoy a strong place in the events programming, working with the British Film Council,
“Cinema Extreme” (old short films from now famous directors) and “Bird’s Eye View” (female
directors). “24 Hour Guerrilla Film Makers” is another trendy arrangement, where people
show up at 10am and are given a project to film and produce, to return 24 hours later with a
finished product that the cinema shows immediately. “Serious about Shorts” is a strong part
of the programming with short films that are handpicked by Curzon, often in conjunction
with a feature film. 
Curzon Soho has a hugely popular café on the ground level and a bar in the mezzanine, cre-
ating a very different environment for the cinema. Here people gather an hour before the
show and return afterwards to discuss it. In cooperation with a great Photo Gallery there is a
slide show ten minutes before each screening. The only marketing tool is a bi-monthly pro-
gram produced in 25,000 copies and distributed in cafés and bars around London. 
“Foreign-language films will grow and there will be an advent of artplexes.” Kenny claims as
he finishes his presentation. 

Robert Kenny
Curzon Cinemas
93-107 Shaftesbury Avenue
London W1D 5D4
UK
Tel. +44 207 734 92 09
Fax +44 207 734 19 77
rob.kenny@curzoncinemas.com
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Audience related initiatives: Ireland

THE CINEMOBILE COMES TO TOWN
Sarah Clancy, Audience Development Officer of CineMobile in Galway was ambushed to give
an off-the-cuff  presentation of Ireland’s Travelling Cinema, an alternative way of reaching
new audiences and promoting interest in the cinema.

As the colourful CineMobile arrives at a new location somewhere in rural Ireland, it trans-
forms itself within 45 minutes into a 100-seat, full-size screen, 35mm projection, air-condi-
tioned cinema. 
This unique venture was started in 1996, backed by the National Millenium Commitee, the
Irish Film Board, the Irish Film Institute, R.T.E, the Northern Ireland Film and Television
Commission and the Arts Council of Ireland as well as some corporare sponsors.

Showing pictures of the CineMobile, Ms Clancy, describes with great enthusiasm how the
sides of the truck unfold to three times its width and rows of ten seats with two aisles appear.
CineMobile, being a non-profit venture, targets the rural areas and smaller towns all over
Ireland, making sure that they do not come within 20 kilometres of traditional cinemas.
Travelling ahead to each location to generate publicity, distribute posters and flyers, Clancy
paves the way for the cinema’s 2-3 day stay. 

The truck carries 6 feature films as well as material on DVD and VHS. It can show features,
short films, documentaries and animation as well as educational films to support the school
curriculum. School groups are a big part of their program, but feature films, all PG-rated, usu-
ally screen twice a day and four times on Saturdays. Admission is 5.5 euro for adults, 3.5 for
children. Senior citizens/students are admitted for 4.5 euro. There is generally a 60% atten-
dance, which means the CineMobile cannot survive on tickets alone. Last year, attendance
totalled close to 100,000. 

The Film Institute of Ireland owns this 750,000 euro truck and it is operated by
Fis Na Milaoise Teorantain in Galway. Ms Clancy proclaims: “A vision is not always a practical
thing… we may need to explore the power of advertising!”

Sarah Clancy
Cinemobile
Cluain Mhuire 
Monivea Rd
Galway, Ireland
Tel. +353 91 751 673, +353 86 385 44 97
Fax +353 91 770 948
cinemobile@oceanfree.net
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Audience related initiatives: Slovenia

DIFFERENT TYPES OF CINEMAS ARE
DEVELOPING IN SLOVENIA
Bojan Vivod of Celjski Kinematografi offered to give an unscheduled account of the status of
exhibition in Slovenia, an Eastern European country with a rapidly expanding cinema market.

With a population of 2 million people, Slovenia, being the most developed part of the for-
mer Yugoslavia, sold 2.776 million tickets to the magic of movies in 2002. At an average ticket
price of 4 euro, the box office grossed 10.8 million euro last year. The ticket income is divided
60% to the exhibitor and 40% to the distributor. There is an 8% tax paid on all foreign film,
none on domestic.

The Multiplex boom

The first Multiplex opened in 2001 in Ljubljana with 12 screens and 3,600 seats and realized
1.6 million admissions the following year. At the end of 2002, a second multiplex opened in
Celje, a city with a population of 50,000, situated in a region with 270,000 people. With 8
screens and 1,700 seats, the estimate of ticket sales for 2003 is 500,000. A third multi-screen
was opened in the city of Koper this year, and Vivod claims that Slovenia will be covered by 6
or 7 multiplexes by the end of 2004. Domestic companies own the cinemas, while four out of
the seven distribution companies are American.
There are two major cinema companies, Kolosej, with 85% of the market share, and
Engrotuš, with 8% (estimated to rise to 15% this year). Kolosej is planning a new multi-screen
in Celje and a multiplex in Maribor. Engrotuš  will open a Multiplex in Maribor and a multi-
screen in Novo Mesto. There are plans from both companies for multiplex expansion in Croatia
and Serbia. 
American films hold an 83% market share, European 15% and domestic films just 2%. There
are 8 domestic film productions each year of which 2-3 are successful, and in Vivod’s words
“Very good!” though not shown outside Slovenia.
A network of art cinemas is planned, with Engrotuš opening the first one in 2002. A second
art-house cinema is planned to be opened in Izola this year and a third in the fall of 2003 in
Ljubljana. 

Bojan Vivod
Celjski Kinematografi
Gostoska ul. 21
3000 Celje
Slovenia
Tel. +386 3 492 62 20
Mobile +386 41 69 62 99
Fax +386 424 17 06
vivod.3s@siol.net



Audience related initiatives: Austria

TICKET TO PARADISO

Gerald Knell of Cinema Paradiso gave status on the crowded Austrian exhibition scene with
special focus on the rural areas, followed by a tour of the trendy art-house cinema in St.
Poelten.

Austria followed the general European trend in the 90’s of the multiplex boom, which
increased the number of screens dramatically. In 2002, with a population of 8,1 million, there
were 103,899 seats (an increase of 25,455 since ’91), close to 600 screens and almost 19 million
admissions with a ticket price of 6.54 euro (having nearly doubled in a decade). Cinemas were
concentrated in the cities, where multiplexes started to shoot up like mushrooms. Vienna
became the multiplex Capital with a sudden influx of over 40,000 seats for a population of
1.7 million. Three multiplexes with 11,000 new seats within a four-square-kilometre area led
to an immediate crisis where one company went bankrupt and two multiplexes closed. In the
rural areas, even towns with just 5.000 inhabitants had multi-screens. Bigger towns like St.
Poelten (50,000 inhabitants with another 100,000 in the surrounding areas) saw its first 8-
screen multiplex in 1997 and the three existing town cinemas folded not long after. They lost
their first-run status, could not match the comfort and technical standards of the plexes and
did not change their repertoire, but showed the same films as the plexes. 

Much more than a cinema

Knell tells of an alternative cinema that came to life back in 1993 in St. Poelten. An open-air
cinema (Film am Dom) which, for 4 days in June, would show films you could normally only
see in Vienna. The concept grew, and several open-airs (with the most modern technology)
opened up across Austria. In 2003 the open-air drew more than 10,000 visitors during the
four days. Seeing the potential for art-house film in St. Poelten, the Town Cinema (closed in
1998) was re-opened in 2002 as Cinema Paradiso, a 2-screen cinema with 120/60 seats (with
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an 80 extra seats for specials), a cross-cultural and event-oriented cinema with stylish and
original architecture and design that has become known as a “Total Cultural Centre”. A mix
of public, corporate and private sponsors fund the cinema. Knell continued by showing pic-
tures of this small, but vibrant cinema. He stressed the importance of consistency in carrying
out the style and the concept. The colour theme is based on “black coffee with milk” perme-
ating every detail. 
Screen 1 has stadium seating and is used for concerts and specials as well as films. Screen 2 is
furnished with stylish Italian leather chairs and tables in a café style. This room is great for
discussions, book-launches, readings and other “intimate” events, and has a movable wall
that can expand the room to include part of the foyer and the bar for live events. 
Cinema Paradiso is channelling its marketing efforts through the local and national media,
receiving much attention as a cultural magnet, and at the same time being able to keep the
marketing costs down. 3,000 program brochures are mailed to customers every month,
posters are printed for special events and the web site is becoming an important interactive
communication tool with the visitors.
Knell signs off: “…with a happy ending, which is just a great beginning!”

Gerald Knell
Cinema Paradiso
Rathausplatz 15/7
3100 St. Poelten
Austria
Tel. +43 27 42 343 21
Fax +43 27 42 343 31
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Audience related initiatives: Switzerland

CAESAR’S CINEMA IN THE ALPS

Hans-Peter Sigg of the Kiwi-Group in Switzerland presented his vision of the remarkable
town cinema in Winterthur, now being refurbished and expanded underground to look like a
Roman Theme Park. 

In Winterthur, situated 25 kilometres north of Zurich, with 100,000 inhabitants, the Kiwi-
Group owns four cinemas (14 screens) with a yearly admission rate of 400,000. Their main cin-
ema is situated in the heart of this medieval city and contains six screens (800 seats) that serv-
iced 160,000 admissions in 2002. 
Sigg is in the midst of reconstructing and enlarging the theatre, and since there is no room
for expansion to the sides or upwards in this historic part of the city, he is going downwards.
10 meters into the ground, increasing the square meters from 1,500 to 5,000 and raising the
seating capacity to 1,050 seats with 3 new screens. Being strongly influenced by the looks of
Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas, Sigg is determined to turn the cinema into a Roman Theme Park,
right in the middle of the Old Town, “enchanting the visitor emotionally”. Since the size of
the complex is not impressive, Sigg wants the décor to dazzle and put the visitor into a happy
state of mind. 

Variatio Delectat 

The foyer is filled with Roman columns dividing the space symmetrically to look big and
impressive. The motto, Variatio Delectat (variety brings enjoyment) is chiselled above the
doors leading to the Aquarius bar. Statues, fountains, temples, colonnades and various
mosaics are all taken from the period of 2nd century A.D. with a strict effort on Sigg’s part to
be historically correct. The ticket office will be placed in the temple of Mercury, a two-tier
fountain embellished with dolphins and with a light-and-sound water show is under construc-
tion, the concession stand is a Roman arcade with gorgon heads chasing bad spirits away and
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the balcony ceiling is supported by three Greek goddesses. Kiwi One, the biggest screen (400
seats) is called “The Temple of Jupiter” with 3,600 brilliant lights in the ceiling to resemble
the stars, giving the impression of being in an open-air cinema. 
Sigg continues his presentation by showing pictures of one of the three bars, the Aquarius.
This glittering space filled with columns and mirrors and indirect lighting takes the inspiration
for its decoration from the Argonaut story and seats about 200 people. King Aietes’ chariot
houses a DJ (there is dancing until dawn on weekends), the Argo vessel, pneumatically driven,
goes up and down with its drinking guests and, in the more contemporary lounge corner, the
entertainment comes from 5 huge aquariums lining the wall. 
Art-house movies account for half of the content of the program and Sigg is convinced that
blockbusters do better in a modern multiplex, while his emotional fantasy world is perfectly
suited for the audience of special films. 
“Dream my Roman dream with me!” Sigg says, as he tells of a wedding being held in 
Kiwi One and says that preparations for hosting seminars and congresses are already in place. 

Hans Peter Sigg
Liag Capitol AG
Bergstr. 42
8032 Zürich
Switzerland
Tel. +41 1 251 52 28
Fax +41 1 251 44 44
nsigg@bluewin.ch
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European Cinema Yearbook

EVERYTHING ABOUT CINEMA

Elisabetta Brunella of MEDIA Salles demystified the 700 page “European Cinema Yearbook”,
now neatly packed into a handy CD-ROM, received by each participant in the seminar.

The “European Cinema Yearbook” presents a research study analysing cinema-going in 32
European countries in the period 1989-2001. Comparative tables show trends and figures
relating to box-office, ticket sales, pro-capita frequency and market shares. Brunella gave a
quick pre-view of some of the sections, giving examples of how to find the facts and how
they can be used. 

The “European Cinema Yearbook”, published for the first time in 1992 offers more than 40
different indicators that highlight trends in the cinema sector in 32 European countries and
emphasise the role of cinemas in the audiovisual industry. 
The full edition comprises two sections. 
The first supplies the main indicators on European cinema exhibition, through its many statis-
tical tables. This is completed by a detailed analysis of the multiplexes operating in Europe,
showing country-by-country information on sites, screens, seats and exhibition companies.
This section also includes the analysis of Digital Cinemas (equipped with DLP CinemaTM tech-
nology) and digital films (released with DLP CinemaTM technology) worldwide.
The second section, entitled Source Document, which is more than 500 pages long, is a collec-
tion of profiles of the 32 countries examined. 
The data provided in each single country profile includes: the total number of cinemas bro-
ken down into types, the classification of the top 10 films on each market, the list of most
successful domestic titles and European titles, data on the main exhibition and distribution
companies, funding for the cinema industry, taxation in the exhibition sector.
The Yearbook also provides comparisons between Europe and the USA, Canada, Japan, Hong
Kong, South Korea and Australia.

All information is free and available on the MEDIA Salles website: www.mediasalles.it
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Group Work

COMPETITIVE BRAINSTORMING 

The participants in the seminar were presented with a fictitious cinema project, then divided
into three groups, given three separate locations to work in and 24 hours until the presenta-
tion of their solutions and findings.

The course moderator, Mads Egmont Christensen, briefed the participants on the project,
describing a 6-screen cinema situated in a small town selling 190,000 tickets a year. The goal is
to increase sales to 250,000. The cinema has been granted 60,000 euro in cultural support and
the groups have to decide how best to use this money to achieve their goal. Additional infor-
mation about the town, inhabitants, industry, local culture, events and facts about the cinema
were handed to the participants as they assembled into three groups for brainstorming. 24
hours later, the results were presented in the Big Bear cinema.

Group A chose a systematic approach in their overhead presentation, with discount vouchers
in cooperation with other town cultural activities, party events, school performances, midnight
screenings, loyalty cards, senior-citizen discounts and a removable glass wall extending the café
into the town square. The budget was divided between flyers distributed twice a year to all
households, premieres of 10 domestic films over the year with producers/directors attending, a
competition with a private screening as 1st prize, special advertising, events, local radio/TV and
website. 90,000 euro was budgeted for the year, with 2/3 provided by the grant and 1/3 taken
from existing budgets and sponsorships.



Group B chose not to be seen. After leaving a drawing of a radio on the stage, their presen-
tation came from behind the curtain as a radiobroadcast over the cinema sound system with an
announcer presenting their special event: a Film Festival. The details of the project were
revealed through an interview with the mayor of the town on the long-term effect of the fes-
tival, the cinema director on the festival program, some major sponsors on efforts regarding
cooperation, and persons from the audience attending the festival on its great success. Media
coverage was ensured through an award-giving ceremony for best film and best actor. 

Group C chose a power-point format for their up-beat presentation created during a night-
long brainstorming session. They presented a cinema with specialised screens named after
famous cinemas. Events in co-operation with local institutions and factories, product develop-
ment and handprints on the sidewalk outside the cinema. Domestic films would get special
focus through a premiere every two months with samples and events that would create free
publicity. The group was confident of reaching the goal of 60,000 new admissions thanks to
these various efforts.

After enjoying the group-work presentations that concluded the seminar, all the participants
gathered in great spirits for the special candlelight dinner. 
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SELECTED APPLICANTS
NAME FAMILY NAME COUNTRY E-MAIL
Charlotte Appelgren Denmark media@centrum.dk

Katja Bamberger Denmark katja.bamberger@nordiskfilm.com
Daniel Foged Brenøe Denmark mail@empirebio.dk

Sarah Clancy Ireland cinemobile@oceanfree.net
Angel Conde Spain angel.conde@icaa.mcu.es
Anders Geertsen Denmark andersg@dfi.dk
Jolanta Germanaviciute Lithuania jolantukasss@yahoo.co.uk

Lars Gillegård Sweden lars.gillegard@varagardar.org
Rickard Gramfors Sweden rickard.gramfors@fhp.nu

Stephanie Hoffmann Germany stephie.hoffmann@gmx.de
Tobias Balle Jacobsen Denmark mail@empirebio.dk

Arild Kalkvik Norway arild.kalkvik@no.pwcglobal.com
Robert Kenny UK rob.kenny@curzoncinemas.com
Gerald Knell Austria gerald.knell@cinema-paradiso.at
Lone Korslund Denmark lone@copenhagenfilmfestival.dk

Mogens Kruse Denmark mogens.kruse@kinokonsult.dk
Louise Madsen Denmark louise.asmund.madsen@nordiskfilm.com
Guy Morlion Belgium fcb@euronet.be

Kjell Arne Orseth Norway kao@filmweb.no
Thomas Pfister Switzerland kino@kmb.unibe.ch

Katia Redavid Italy kingdav@libero.it
Bettan Sandström Denmark bettan@mail.dk

HansPeter Sigg Switzerland nsigg@bluewin.ch
Søren Søndergaard Denmark soeren.soendergaard@nordiskfilm.com
Søren Stevns Denmark media@centrum.dk
Ana Vicente UK anavte@yahoo.com

Savino Vignola Italy kingdav@libero.it
Bojan Vivod Slovenia vivod.3s@siol.net
Margit Vremmert Estonia tallinnfilm@efsa.ee

Ian Wall UK wall@filmeducation.org
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SPEAKERS
Peter Aalbæk Jensen Denmark ef@filmbyen.com
Tibor Biró Hungary tibor.biro@chello.hu
Gabor Csurdi Hungary gcsurdi@budapestfilm.hu
Bruno Frydman France frydman.bruno@noos.fr
Nicolas Hamon Belgium nicolas.hamon@barco.com
Chris Hilton UK chris.hilton@ntlworld.com

Henrik Meng Denmark henrik@meng.dk
Patrick Terryn Belgium pterryn@kinepolis.com

ORGANIZERS
Tina Bianchi Italy infocinema@mediasalles.it

Elisabetta Brunella Italy infocinema@mediasalles.it
Mads Egmont Christensen Denmark mecano@efc.dk
Jonna Jensen Denmark joj@mail.tdcadsl.dk
Irene Paaske Denmark irene.paaske@get2net.dk
Jens Rykaer Denmark rykaer@get2net.dk

Mette Schramm Denmark reprisen@sollerod.dk
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EUROPEAN CINEMA EXHIBITION
- A NEW APPROACH -

EBELTOFT, DENMARK - June 4 - 8, 2003

Course Programme 
Wednesday, June 4 

Arrivals and check-in.

18:00 - Dinner 

19:30 - 19:45
Welcome to the European Film College
By Jens Rykær, Principal, EFC 

19:45 - 20:30 
GOALS & PROCEDURES
By Elisabetta Brunella, MEDIA Salles,
Mette Schramm, The Danish Cinema Exhibitors’ Association &
Mads Egmont Christensen, Course Moderator

20:30 Case study
ZENTROPA - THE VISION, THE TRENDS & THE FUTURE
By Peter Ålbæk Jensen , Producer & Managing Director, DK

21:00 Screening
DOGVILLE, DK (2003), directed by Lars von Trier

Thursday, June 5 

08:00 - Breakfast 

09:00 -  09:30 
SPECIAL CASE: FOCUS ON EASTERN EUROPE
The situation in HUNGARY 
presented by Gabor Csurdi, Budapest Film & Tibor Biró, Cine-Mis LtD, followed by discussion

09:30 - 10:30
AUDIENCE RELATED INITIATIVES
Creative formats in European cinemas -  Part I

An international joint investigation of exhibition issues including a survey of the situation
described by representatives from participating countries.



The situation in GERMANY
presented by Stephanie Hoffmann followed by discussion.

The situation in SWEDEN
presented by Rickard Gramfors, Folkets Hus och Parker
followed by discussion.

10:30 - Coffee Break 

11:00 - 12:30
PANEL DISCUSSION
A practical view on E- & D-cinema in Sweden, United Kingdom & Belgium
with Rickard Gramfors, Folkets Hus Och Parker, Chris Hilton, 
Odeon and Patrick Terryn, Kinepolis 

12:30 - Lunch 

13:30 - 15:30 
EXHIBITION MANAGEMENT
SPECIAL CASE STUDY
THE RUNNING OF A “DUAL SITE”
Perspectives of marketing, management, technical innovations and audience relations as
viewed by the director of the two ODEONS in Leicester Square, London
by Chris Hilton, UK

15:30 - Coffee Break 

16:00 - 16:45 
AUDIENCE RELATED INITIATIVES
Creative formats in European cinemas - Part II

EMPIRE BIO
From stock, storage & soundstage to successful suburban cinema complex.
Case study of Copenhagen’s newest cinema,
presented by Mette Schramm, The Danish Cinema Exhibitors’ Association, 
followed by discussion

16:45 - 17:30 
Free time for discussions & networking 

17:30 - 19:30 
THE ECE LECTURE
Where is the industry headed -  what has been done right and what has been done wrong -
and does this influence our traditional perception of the overall tasks of the exhibitor ?
by Bruno Frydman

20:00 - Dinner 

21:00 Screening 
ONDSKAB, S (2003), directed by Mikael Håfström
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Friday, June 6

08:00 - Breakfast 

09:00 -  11:00 
EXHIBITION MANAGEMENT
Focus on the Kinepolis Group
by Patrick Terryn, Belgium
followed by question & answer session

11:00 - Coffee Break 

11:30 - 12:30
AUDIENCE RELATED INITIATIVES
Creative formats in European cinemas - Part III

FILM-WEB, Norway
Presented by Arild Kalvik, Senior Associate PricewaterhouseCoopers &
Kjell Arne Orseth, CEO, Filmweb
followed by discussion

12:30 - Lunch 

13:00 - 15:30
D-CINEMA & THE AUDIENCE
What are the benefits for our audiences in introducing digital distribution and projection in
theatres?
by Nicolas Hamon, BARCO

15:30 - Coffee Break 

16:00 - 16:15 
PRESENTATION OF THE TOPIC FOR GROUP WORK 

16:15 - 19:00
Free time for discussions & networking

19:00 - Dinner 

21:00 Screening 
RECONSTRUCTION, DK (2003), directed by 
Christoffer Boe (Prix de la Caméra d’Or, Cannes 2003)

Saturday, June 7

08:00 - Breakfast 

09:00 - 11:00 
THE AUDIENCE 
A look at today’s growing options for movie entertainment.
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What choices do these trends, as seen through the nineties, offer us as an industry, and how
do we further the partnership between audience and theatres, by utilising a strong interac-
tion between the marketing of our product, the management - of among other things the
employees in our theatres - and the upcoming of technical installations.
by Henrik Meng, Denmark

11:00 - Coffee Break 

11:30 - 12:00 
FILM EDUCATION IN UK - “10 YEARS AFTER”
presented by Ian Wall, Director of Film Education

12:30 – Lunch

13:30 - 15:30
AUDIENCE RELATED INITIATIVES
Creative formats in European cinemas - Part IV
(The investigation of exhibition issues cont’d)

The situation in IRELAND
Presented by Sarah Clancy, Cinemobile

The situation in SLOVENIA
Presented by Bojan Vivod, Celjski Kinematografi

The situation in UNITED KINGDOM
presented by Kenny Robert, Curzon Cinemas
followed by discussion

A “Roman” cinema - in SWITZERLAND
presented by Hans-Peter Sigg

The situation in AUSTRIA
presented by Gerald Knell, Cinema Paradiso
followed by discussion

15:30 – 16:00
presentation of the MEDIA Salles EUROPEAN CINEMA YEARBOOK
Statistical indicators as tools for Marketing Intelligence
presented by Elisabetta Brunella

16:00 - Coffee break

16:30 - 18:30 
GROUP WORK
Marketing and management aspects of an especially designed case

PART I:
DEFINING THE PROBLEM

PART II: 
BRAINSTORMING & IMPLEMENTATION



PART III: 
PREPARING THE PRESENTATION

18:30 - 20:00 
GROUP WORK 
PLENARY SESSION & PRESENTATIONS

20:30 - Candlelight Dinner 

Sunday, June 8

08:00 - Breakfast 

09:30 - 11:30
PLENARY SESSION
Trends and feed-back from the course.

Departures.
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EVALUATION OF THE COURSE 
BY PARTICIPANTS
During the training course two types of structured questionnaires were distributed to partici-
pants. 
1. one at the beginning of the course, aiming to discover the past experiences and expecta-
tions of the participants and thus better adapt the lessons, group work, brainstorming and
guided discussions to their requirements;
2. the other at the end of the course, in order to identify the factors that may have furthered
or hindered the learning process. 

Twenty participants took part in the research.

Most of the respondents are in a managerial position in cinema exhibition or distribution
and have held their present post for only one year or even less in around one third of cases.
With particular regard to the exhibitors, their work is carried out in medium-small sized cine-
mas, possessing from 2 to 8 screens in 50% of cases and over 8 screens in 43% of cases and
which have sold over 200,000 tickets over the past year in 60% of cases.

The respondents declared that they decided to take part in the course promoted by MEDIA
Salles mainly in order to broaden their knowledge of the cinema sector in general, particular-
ly with regard to other European countries, to exchange experiences with colleagues and
learn strategies and marketing techniques for the promotion of European and art-house
films.

In 50% of cases they heard about the course European Cinema Exhibition: A New Approach
from e-mails, faxes or letters dispatched by MEDIA Salles and in 20% of cases from presenta-
tions of the course during an event (during the Berlin International Film Festival in two cases
and the Cannes Film Festival in one case).

Seven exhibitors had not taken part in training courses before June 2003, whilst all the oth-
ers had already had experience of professional training, especially in the fields of marketing,
communication and company organisation.

The respondents thus declared that they possessed a fair basic knowledge of the cinema sec-
tor, particularly with regard to audience analysis, the types of structures in operation and
strategies and analysis in the area of competition and promotional policies.

The exhibitors considered that the strong points of their companies lay mainly in knowledge
of the audience (an aspect quoted by a good 95% of respondents), professional qualifications
(75%) and the company image (70%). 
The most important weaknesses were, instead, considered to be financing capacity (an aspect
quoted by 77% of respondents) and technological standards, which were considered by
around half the respondents to be factors that are determining the competitive strength of
the company and, by the other half, critical factors for the company’s competitive scope.

With specific regard to the course promoted by MEDIA Salles, the respondents declared that
it took place in line with the objectives, contents and procedures initially planned and pre-
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sented, with a high level of correspondence (in 52% of cases) or very high level (43%).
Compared to their initial expectations, the respondents thus declared that they were general-
ly satisfied with the course: in particular 10% of the respondents prove to be fairly satisfied,
29% very satisfied and the remaining 61% extremely satisfied.

As regards the details of the level of satisfaction with specific aspects of the course:
– regarding the topics dealt with, the respondents declared that they had significantly broad-
ened their knowledge, particularly with regard to the impact of new technology, marketing
strategies and the analysis of companies operating in Europe, whilst they had maintained the
same level of knowledge possessed prior to the course with regard to audience analysis, the
structure of the sector and promotional policies;
– regarding the teachers, the participants emphasised their willingness to provide explana-
tions, the clarity of the language they used, the presentation of content and their ability to
arouse interest;
– regarding the time devoted to the different learning activities, it was considered to be suit-
ed to the learning needs linked to the programme for more or less all the activities and par-
ticularly for the case studies and group work;
- regarding the teaching materials and aids provided, these were generally judged to be of
good quality, mainly in terms of usefulness, clarity and ease of understanding;
– regarding the organisational aspects, these were generally regarded as very appropriate to
the efficient running of the learning activities and judged positively with particular regard to
the availability of screening theatres, the equipment in the classrooms and the number of
participants;
– regarding the professional gains obtained from the course, the respondents stated that dur-
ing their normal work they will be able to make good use (48% of respondents) or extremely
good use (33%) of the knowledge acquired.
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